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Zelenskyy addresses U.S. Congress, recalls  
attacks on U.S. and again appeals for no-fly zone

RFE/RL

Ukrainian President Volodymyr 
Zelenskyy has called on the U.S. Congress 
and U.S. President Joe Biden to provide 
further military assistance to help pro-
tect the skies over Ukraine and he urged 
further sanctions against Russia in an 
address to a meeting of the House of 
Representatives and the Senate.

“Russia has turned the Ukrainian sky 
into a source of death for thousands of 
people,” Mr. Zelenskyy said on March 16 
in the video address to U.S. lawmakers. “I 
need to protect our skies.”

He recalled the black smoke that 
appeared over U.S. skies during the 9/11 
attacks.

“Remember September the 11th, a 
terrible day in 2001 when evil tried to 
turn your cities, independent territories, 
into battlefields,” he said. “Our country is 

experiencing the same every day.”
Mr. Zelenskyy played a graphic video 

showing images of injured Ukrainians, 
rocket attacks on civilian buildings and 
the destruction that the war in Ukraine 
has caused.

He also recalled the attack on Pearl 
Harbor – a “terrible morning of December 
7, 1941, when your sky was black from 
the planes attacking you,” he said, recall-
ing the air raid that brought the United 
States into World War II.

After speaking in Ukrainian during the 
first part of his speech, Mr. Zelenskyy 
switched to English when directly 
addressing Mr. Biden in his final appeal, 
saying that leading the world means 
being a “leader of peace.”

“You are the leader of the nation, of 
your great nation. I wish you to be the 

by Mark Raczkiewycz

CHICAGO – About $500,000 was raised 
for the benefit of Ukraine in the U.S.’s third-
largest city on March 16 by a family-owned 

business of dairy products that assembled 
the metropolitan area’s close-knit commu-
nity of culinary artists.

Local Chicago dairy producer  
gathers over 70 chefs for fundraiser

Event raises more than half million dollars  
to feed Ukrainian asylum seekers

(Continued on page 12)

by Askold Krushelnycky

MYKOLAIV, Ukraine – The Ukrainian 
port of Mykolaiv is being reinforced for an 
expected renewed onslaught by Russian 
forces, which have so far been frustrated in 
their plans to seize the city that is seen as a 
key to their ambitions to control Ukraine’s 
coastline.

The region’s governor, Vitaliy Kim, 
whose inspiring leadership has made him a 
national symbol of resistance, said that, 
“The Russian army is experiencing prob-
lems and is falling back. It isn’t fighting our 
army; it’s just shelling and dropping bombs 
all over our city. That’s a pity.”

He said he could not go into detail about 
what the Ukrainian army was doing, but he 
did say that, “For now the situation is bet-
ter than it was yesterday, and I think that 
over the next two days you will learn more 
from official sources.”

The Ukrainian Weekly’s correspondent 
saw a Ukrainian armored column enter the 
city on March 13. It did not stay and carried 
on to a battle the following day near the 
border with its neighboring region, 
Kherson, where it pushed back Russian 
forces by several kilometers.

“For now, the city is quiet and we are 
getting help from other cities and other 
countries,” Mr. Kim said. “People and stores 
are working and we are getting supplies in 
for whatever situations develop.”

He said the city had enough resources to 
keep the Russians at bay and added “our 
best resource is our willpower.”

In order to achieve their goal of taking 
Mykolaiv, the Russians need to move west 

Mykolaiv repels Russian ground 
forces, but faces heavy shelling

(Continued on page 9)

Tires and Molotov Cocktails, seen in 
mid-March, were prepared and ready to 

be used in Mykolaiv’s defense.

Askold Krushelnycky

RFE/RL

The mayor of the besieged Ukrainian 
city of Mariupol says more than 1,000 peo-
ple were sheltering in a theater that was hit 
by a Russian air strike on March 16, leaving 
many civilians trapped and an unknown 
number of casualties.

Mayor Vadym Boichenko posted the 
information on his Telegram channel early 
on March 17, calling the strike on the the-
ater “another tragedy.”

Ukrainian President Volodymyr 
Zelenskyy said in a video message on March 
17 that people had sought protection from 
shelling in the theater and it was now 
destroyed, but he said there was no infor-
mation on fatalities yet.

There were indications from the city 

that some people did survive the attack and 
were emerging from the rubble, CNN 
reported on March 17.

The nongovernmental organization 
Human Rights Watch said earlier that “hun-
dreds of civilians” were sheltering in the 
theater.

“This raises serious concerns about 
what the intended target was in a city 
where civilians have already been under 
siege for days and telecommunications, 
power, water and heating have been almost 
completely cut off,” Belkis Wille from the 
rights group said.

Satellite images from the firm Maxar 
Technologies showed the word “children” 
had been written in large white letters in 

Russian strike on Mariupol theater leaves 
unknown number of casualties

Early reports optimistic that survivors may exist

Residents remain defiant, 
determined and united  

by shared ideals

(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 9)

Chicago’s Navy Pier, once home to a naval training base and a state university cam-
pus, on the shore of Lake Michigan hosted a fundraiser on March 16 by more than 70 
area chefs and restaurant owners. The event raised $500,000 for the benefit of 

Ukrainian asylum seekers and internally displaced people in Ukraine.

Mark Raczkiewycz
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Zelenskyy evokes Reagan speech

Ukrainian President Volodymyr 
Zelenskyy has made an impassioned plea 
to German lawmakers to “tear down” the 
wall Russia is building to divide Europe 
with its invasion of Ukraine. “It’s not a 
Berlin Wall – it is a wall in Central Europe 
between freedom and bondage and this 
wall is growing bigger with every bomb” 
dropped on our country, Mr. Zelenskyy told 
lawmakers gathered in the German 
Bundestag in Berlin on March 17. “Dear Mr. 
Scholz, tear down this wall,” he implored 
German Chancellor Olaf Scholz, evoking 
the iconic appeal by then-U.S. President 
Ronald Reagan during a June 1987 speech 
in front of the Brandenberg Gate, where he 
challenged Soviet counterpart Mikhail 
Gorbachev to do the same. Mr. Zelenskyy’s 
address comes after similar speeches to 
lawmakers in Canada and the United States 
as he presses for more support to turn 
back Russian forces, who began their 
unprovoked attack on February 24. The 
Ukrainian leader urged Berlin to support 
his country’s push to join the European 
Union, but he also chided it for failing to act 
quickly to cancel its participation in the 
Nord Stream 2 natural-gas pipeline with 
Russia, even as signs grew that the inva-
sion was imminent. “Economy, economy, 
economy,” was the answer to Ukraine’s 
calls for the project to be dropped, Mr. 
Zelenskyy said. Germany indefinitely sus-
pended the project, which was designed to 
double the gas-flow capacity from Russia 
to Germany, on February 22 after Russian 
President Vladimir Putin said he would 
recognize the independence bids of 
Moscow-backed separatists who control 
parts of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions 
in eastern Ukraine. The 1,225-kilometer, 
$11 billion pipeline was completed but had 
not yet begun operating while it waited for 
certification from German regulators. Mr. 
Scholz said on February 22 that a key doc-
ument required for the certification of the 
pipeline would be withdrawn, essentially 
ending the project for now. Critics of the 
pipeline, including Mr. Biden and many 
members of Congress, have said the pipe-
line will only increase Europe’s dependen-
cy on Russian gas and undermine Ukraine 

by depriving it of transit fees collected by 
existing pipelines that cross its territory. 
(RFE/RL)

Historic theater hit by air strike

Russia has destroyed a historic theater 
in the besieged Ukrainian city of Mariupol 
which was being used as a bomb shelter by 
hundreds of civilians, Ukrainian authorities 
said on March 16. Up to 1,200 people may 
have been inside the theater, the city’s dep-
uty mayor Serhiy Orlov said. The number of 
casualties is currently unknown, Ukrainian 
Foreign Affairs Minister Dmytro Kuleba 
tweeted. City authorities are trying to 
establish the number of casualties but said 
they are being hampered by continued 
Russian shelling in nearby neighborhoods. 
“Another horrendous war crime in 
Mariupol. Massive Russian attack on the 
Drama Theatre where hundreds of inno-
cent civilians were hiding. The building is 
now fully ruined. Russians could not have 
not known this was a civilian shelter,” Mr. 
Kuleba tweeted. Despite ample, concrete 
evidence of Russian attacks on civilian 
areas documented by reporters, including 
RFE/RL correspondents on the ground, 
Moscow denies targeting civilian areas. The 
Russian Defense Ministry accused the Azov 
Battalion, a far-right Ukrainian militia, of 
blowing up the theater. It gave no evidence 
to back up the claim. Ukraine’s strategic 
port of Mariupol on the Sea of Azov has 
been encircled by Russian forces, with an 
estimated 300,000 people trapped with no 
running water, electricity or gas. Some 400 
staff and patients are still being held inside 
a Mariupol hospital, Ukrainian Deputy 
Prime Minister Iryna Vereshchuk said. 
(RFE/RL, based on reporting by AP, AFP, 
dpa and BBC)

Biden calls Putin ‘a war criminal’

U.S. President Joe Biden has for the first 
time called Vladimir Putin “a war criminal” 
over the Russian president’s bloody inva-
sion of neighboring Ukraine. “I think he is a 
war criminal,” Mr. Biden told reporters on 
March 16. The U.S. administration had 
avoided using the phrase until now, even 

(Continued on page 14)

 NEWS ANALYSIS

by Can Kasapoglu
Eurasia Daily Monitor

The Ukrainian military’s employment of 
the Turkish-made Bayraktar TB-2 combat 
drones showcases some categorical differ-
ences from how the Azerbaijani Armed 
Forces utilized this system during the 2020 
Second Karabakh War. The difference is 
most visible in the target-set priorities. 
While Azerbaijan mainly attacked 
Armenian armor, artillery, air defenses and 
troop concentrations, the Ukrainians are 
predominantly going after already over-
stretched Russian logistics strings.

As of March 16, the Ukrainian military’s 
Bayraktar TB-2 kill-score against Russian 
land warfare equipment registered only 
two infantry fighting vehicles and a total of 
six artillery pieces (five pieces of 152-milli-
meter towed artillery and one BM-27 
Uragan 220-millimeter multiple-launch 
rocket system); whereas, TB-2 strikes 
against Russian logistics platforms elimi-
nated 24 wheeled vehicles and two fuel 
trains (Oryxspioenkop.com, March 16).  
Ukraine’s logistics target preference is logi-
cal: In the case of the Second Karabakh 
War, the Azerbaijani military was on the 
offensive, trying to eliminate as much 
Armenian firepower as possible to clear the 
stage for a follow-on ground assault; 
whereas, Ukraine is defending against a 
large, formidable adversary, but one which 
suffers from inadequate logistics and poor 
morale. Overall, fuel-tankers and food 
trucks remain more suitable targets for 

Ukrainian drone strikes than Russia’s land-
warfare weapons systems.

TB-2 drone strikes on Russian air-
defense systems offer a different story, one 
that goes beyond the above-mentioned tac-
tical calculus, and which deserves careful 
examination for the military-strategic les-
sons it may offer. The success of the 
Turkish Bayraktar TB-2s against Soviet/
Russian-manufactured air-defense systems, 
including high-end models like the Pantsir 
line, already made headlines, occurring on 
multiple fronts in recent years, from the 
Levant to North Africa and the South 
Caucasus.

Conventional wisdom would seem to 
suggest that, while the abovementioned 
case studies proved Turkish combat drone 
assets were potent against Russian-made 
air-defense systems wielded by third 
actors, their performance against the 
Armed Forces of the Russian Federation 
themselves might be quite different. 
Previous assessments suggested that the 
Russian systems, when in the hands of the 
regular Russian military, would be highly 
networked and operate in a broad architec-
ture that includes electronic warfare (EW) 
cover (see Eurasia Daily Monitor, June 23, 
2021). But this has not proven to be the 
case, and Turkish combat drones have 
fared far better against the Russian Armed 
Forces.

Collective open-source intelligence 
(OSINT) efforts have identified 32 pieces of 

by Mykola Vorobiov
Eurasia Daily Monitor

Since launching its massive re-invasion 
of Ukraine on February 24, Russia has 
already lost 353 tanks, 1,165 armored vehi-
cles, 57 airplanes, 83 helicopters, 125 can-
ons, 31 air-defense systems, and over 
12,000 troops (Radio Svoboda, March 11). 
This is the highest sustained casualty rate 
the Russian Armed Forces have experi-
enced in decades.

Moscow clearly did not expect such 
tough resistance in Ukraine, as indicated by 
released interviews with captured Russian 
soldiers. Many of them turned out to be 
officers of the Ministry of the Interior, the 
Russian National Guard (Rosgvardia) or 
paramilitary special forces, while others 
were conscripts who heretofore lacked bat-
tlefield experience (UNIAN, March 2). In 
three weeks of fighting, the demoralized 
Russian units suffered high losses, which 
will have to be immediately replaced to 
continue the military operation in Ukraine.

Prior to the start of the war, Ukraine had 
about 261,000 active-duty soldiers and 
100,000 volunteers in the Territorial 
Defense Forces. Since 2014, about 250,000 
veterans acquired military experience 
while fighting in Donbas (Ukrinform.ru, 
March 7). Furthermore, more than 160,000 
Ukrainians returned to the country over 
the last several weeks to join the army and 
other combat units (Ukrinform.ru, March 
8).  In turn, Russia had concentrated 
120,000-125,000 troops along the 
Ukrainian border, along with 45,000 
Belarusian soldiers deployed in southern 

Belarus (Lb.ua, January 31).
On February 27, the Ukrainian authori-

ties called on foreign fighters to join the 
country’s military forces within a newly 
established “Foreign Legion” (Interfax, 
February 27). In just four days, nearly 
20,000 volunteers from 52 countries 
applied through local Ukrainian embassies, 
Ukraine’s government has claimed, though 
without providing any further details or 
evidence (Al Jazeera, March 14). While 
their status in the Ukrainian army remains 
to be seen, Kyiv promised to provide for-
eign volunteers with Ukrainian citizenship 
and other social assistance (Uacrisis.org, 
March 2).

In the first two weeks of the war, interna-
tional news outlets reported on more than 
100 Scottish, 600 Czech, 3,000 American, 
1,000 Canadian, as well as Georgian, Polish, 
German, Israeli and other international vol-
unteers having applied to join the war on 
Ukraine’s side. Most come with military 
experience in Iraq and Afghanistan (BBC 
News, March 8; Ukrainska Pravda, March 
12; VOA, March 5; National Post, March 9; 
Civil.ge, Rzeczpospolita, February 28; 
Thelocal.de, March 11; Haaretz, March 10). 
Famously, the United Kingdom’s Foreign 
Affairs Secretary Elizabeth Truss openly 
supported British nationals’ decision to join 
the Ukrainian military against Russian 
aggression, though she was later contradict-
ed in this by the U.K. defense establishment 
(The Guardian, March 6); while lawmakers 
in Latvia unanimously voted to legalize the 
right of its citizens to join the war in their 

A dangerous drone for all seasons:  
Assessing Ukraine’s use of the Bayraktar TB-2

Ukraine turns into hub for foreign fighters
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Second UCCA rally in Chicago calls for ‘no-fly’ zone over Ukraine’s skies

Long a crossroads, Lviv is now a massive hub for refugees fleeing Russia’s war on Ukraine

by Mark Raczkiewycz

CHICAGO – The U.S.’s second-largest 
concentrated population of Ukrainians held 
a second rally on the 18th day of Russia’s 
invasion of their homeland with dual 
demands for a no-fly zone to be enforced 
over Ukraine’s skies and for China to stop 
buying Russian petroleum products.

Several hundred Ukrainian Americans 
assembled in the heart of Chicago’s 
Ukrainian Village neighborhood on March 
13 at the premises of Saints Volodymyr and 
Olha Catholic Church. The rally was orga-

nized by the Illinois Division of the Ukrainian 
Congress Committee of America (UCCA).

Ihor Diaczun, the event’s master of cere-
monies and head of the UCCA’s local chap-
ter, said that Kremlin leader Vladimir Putin 
“is trying to deprive Ukraine of its indepen-
dence” and described the ongoing war as 
Kyiv’s fight “for freedom and democracy” 
in a struggle that will ultimately lead “to 
victory.”

As Ukraine – a nation of more than 40 
million people that is the size of France or 
Texas – faces relentless Russian bombard-
ment of civilian areas and infrastructure, 

demands for an imposition of a no-fly zone 
over Ukraine have increased.

“We will not accept any ultimatums, 
especially on our territory [regarding nego-
tiations] with Russia,” said Serhiy Koledov, 
Ukraine’s consul general in Chicago. There 
must be a “no-fly zone” imposed, he added.

Repeated demands by Kyiv officials, 
including President Volodymyr Zelenskyy, 
for the U.S. and NATO to help protect 
Ukrainian airspace from rocket attacks and 
bombings have been rejected.

“Although there has been much discus-
sion of a ‘no-fly zone’ over Ukraine, this 
requires enforcement by NATO aircraft and 
would quickly result in confrontation with 
Russia,” the London-based Chatham House 
think tank wrote on March 8.

Russia has already warned that it is con-

sidering striking military supply chains 
from the West entering Ukraine. Kyiv has 
received or bought effective war drones 
from Turkey, as well as anti-armor and air-
defense weapons from the U.S., Britain, 
Canada and other countries while fiercely 
resisting a superior foe.

Mr. Zelenskyy said about 1,300 
Ukrainian soldiers have been killed while 
Russian combat losses are approaching 
13,000 military personnel.

The United Nations’ High Commissioner 
for Human Rights says that 636 Ukrainian 
civilians have been killed since Russia 
renewed its invasion of its neighboring 
country. Another 1,125 have been injured 
as of March 14.

by Roman Tymotsko

LVIV – Just three weeks after Russian 
President Vladimir Putin launched an 
unprovoked and premeditated war against 
Ukraine on February 24, Lviv has become a 
massive hub for refugees fleeing indiscrimi-
nate violence throughout the country.

Ukrainians of all ages have fled bom-
bardments using cars, buses and trains – 
they have even moved on foot – as many 
people throughout Ukraine have grown 
desperate to flee their homes after it 
became evident that the Russian military 
was targeting civilians.

Russian forces have bombarded apart-
ment buildings, public spaces, private 
homes, apartment buildings and, in one 
instance that has garnered international 
condemnation, a maternity ward in 
Mariupol, Ukraine.

As a result, more than 3 million 
Ukrainians have fled the country, according 
to the U.N. agency that tracks refugees.  
Many who have not yet fled the country 
have instead moved west to the relative 
safety of Lviv, which has been targeted by 
the Russian military, but it has not yet seen 
the massive bombardments that have dev-
astated other cities in the east, among them 

Mariupol, Kharkiv and the capital, Kyiv.
“In just seven days, we have witnessed 

the exodus of one million refugees from 
Ukraine to neighboring countries,” Filippo 
Grandi, the U.N. High Commissioner for 
Refugees, said after the first week of 
Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine.

A correspondent for The Ukrainian 
Weekly visited the Lviv railway station five 
days in a row after the full-scale invasion 
began on February 24. In total, he spent 
more than 15 hours in western Ukraine’s 
busiest transport hub and what he saw was 
a situation that has changed over the 

course of the war.
In the initial days after February 24, the 

railway station was largely chaotic with 
such a massive influx of people both com-
ing to Lviv from the east of the country, and 
thousands of people desperate to board 
trains bound for Poland further west.  Over 
time, however, the situation in the train sta-
tion has grown much more organized, 
though it is still very intense.

Standing on the station’s railway plat-
forms, this correspondent witnessed hun-

Two congressmen say U.S. supports Ukraine,  
nation deserves NATO membership

 As millions of Ukrainians have fled the violence in the east of the country, volunteers 
in Lviv have provided free food and shelter.

Individuals wait to board trains in Lviv.

Roman Tymotsko

(Continued on page 13)

Protesters in Chicago’s Ukrainian Village Neighborhood march down Chicago 
Avenue after a pro-Ukraine rally at Saints Volodymyr and Olha Ukrainian Catholic 
Church on the afternoon of March 13. Following the march, they drove to the 
Chinese Consulate in downtown Chicago to demand that the Asian country stop buy-

ing Russian oil and gas products. 

Mark Raczkiewycz

(Continued on page 13)

Demetrei Siryk, retired, a 65-year-old 
Ukrainian American, said he attended 
the pro-Ukraine rally because there “is 

genocide in Ukraine.” 

A protester on March 13 held a sign with 
the words “stop Putin” in reference to 
the Russian leader Vladimir Putin who 
ordered a renewed invasion of Ukraine 
on February 24 in an attempt to occupy 
the neighboring country and install a 

puppet government. 
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Canadian-born Ukrainian Catholic bishop in London hosts British royalty, prime minister as they show solidarity with Ukrainians

Putin confidante Abramovich added to Canadian sanctions list of Russian individuals

by Christopher Guly

OTTAWA – He was installed as bishop of 
the Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy of the Holy 
Family in London in a near-empty cathe-
dral in the early days of the COVID-19 
global pandemic almost two years ago on 
April 7, 2020.

But now, amid another international 
crisis, Canadian-born Bishop Kenneth 
Nowakowski has become a central figure 
in the British response to Russia’s brutal 
assault against Ukraine.

Over a one-week period, 63-year-old 
Bishop Kenneth welcomed to Holy Family 
Cathedral Boris Johnson, prime minister 
of the United Kingdom, and Prince Charles 
and Camilla, the Duchess of Cornwall, 
whose first-ever visits there were request-
ed by their respective offices as a show of 
solidarity with Ukrainian Britons as well 
as with Ukrainians in their besieged coun-
try.

Unbeknownst to the congregation 
attending the 5 p.m. divine liturgy on 
February 27, Mr. Johnson appeared at the 
end of the service to deliver a passionate 
sermon-like speech to support the people 
of Ukraine in what he characterized as the 
“the darkest time in modern memory” and 
he referred to the Gospel story of the Good 
Samaritan “that teaches us exactly what we 

must do when our neighbors come under 
attack.”

“When innocent people are subject to a 
barbaric and unprovoked attack, we in the 
U.K. cannot shut our eyes and pass by on 
the other side,” the prime minister said.

Following his address, which earned Mr. 
Johnson a standing ovation marked with 
shouts of “thank you,” the prime minister 
held a 25-minute, in-camera meeting with 
members of various organizations, includ-
ing the Association of Ukrainians in Great 
Britain. 

“He said, ‘I’m here to listen to you. Please 
tell me what your concerns and thoughts 
are,’” said the bishop of how Mr. Johnson, 
whom he had never met previously, began 
the meeting. 

Earlier in the day, Bishop Kenneth greet-
ed a more familiar special guest at the 
cathedral when Ralph Goodale, a former 
longtime Canadian Liberal cabinet minister 
who represented a House of Commons rid-
ing in the eparch’s home province of 
Saskatchewan and who now serves as 
Canada’s senior diplomat in London as high 
commissioner to the U.K., addressed the 
congregation and informed them of 
Canada’s steadfast unity with Ukrainians, 
just three days after Russian President 
Vladimir Putin launched his unprovoked 
and premeditated full-scale war against 

Ukraine on February 24.
On March 2, three days after the 

Johnson-Goodale visits, Charles, the Prince 
of Wales, was handed a Ukrainian flag with 
the words, “Stop Putin,” written on it from a 
young girl who was among about 45 mem-
bers of the Ukrainian British community 
gathered in the cathedral hall to meet the 
future king and his wife.

As with the prime minister, the royals’ 
appearance at the cathedral was intended 
to be a low-key event with the invited com-
munity members, who were only told 
about 40 minutes before the arrival of 
Charles and Camilla which “special guests” 
they would meet, according to Bishop 
Kenneth.

It was, though, difficult to keep the visit 
under wraps since the Royal Rota, the U.K. 
media pool given exclusive inside access to 
follow members of the Royal Family at their 
official engagements, was also there and 
reported on the first royal visit to the 
Ukrainian Catholic cathedral. 

As The Telegraph reported, the prince 
told the gathering that he and the duchess 
had been “deeply moved by everything we 
have heard today during our visit and 
above all by the extraordinary bravery, gen-
erosity and fortitude of the Ukrainian com-
munity in the face of such truly terrible 
aggression.”

“So, if I may say so, our thoughts and 
prayers, however inadequate they may be, 
are with all of you at this most critical time,” 
said Charles, then gave the cry “Slava 
Ukraini!” or “Glory to Ukraine!” 

Accompanying the royal couple were 
representatives of four charities for which 
he is the patron, including the British Red 
Cross, to which he reportedly made a per-
sonal contribution as part of its humanitar-
ian relief efforts in Ukraine.

Former Ukrainian Foreign Affairs 
Minister Vadym Prystaiko, currently 
Ukraine’s ambassador to the U.K. who also 
represented Ukraine in Canada between 
2012-2014, and his wife, Inna Prystaiko, 
were also present during the visit to the 
cathedral by the prince and the duchess. 

Watching the historic moment unfold 
was the royal couple’s host, Bishop 
Kenneth, who was contacted just days 
before by a senior member of Charles’ staff 
at his official residence, Clarence House.

The bishop was told that the prince 
wanted to “show solidarity and support for 
people of Ukrainian ancestry in the United 
Kingdom and the people of Ukraine.”

As a gathering place for Ukrainians in 
London, Holy Family Cathedral is a majestic 
venue.

by Christopher Guly

OTTAWA – Canada has added Russian 
oligarch Roman Abramovich’s name to a 
growing list of sanctions against Russia, 
and has allocated more than $100 million 
in humanitarian aid and immigration assis-
tance to Ukrainians as their country faces 
an unrelenting assault from Russian mili-
tary forces.

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 
made the announcements on March 11 in 
Warsaw where he concluded a whirlwind 
visit to the United Kingdom, Latvia, 
Germany and Poland.

Under Canada’s Special Economic 
Measures (Russia) Regulations, restric-
tions have been imposed on 32 entities 
working in Russia’s defense sector and on 
five current and former Russian senior offi-
cials and associates of the regime “who are 
complicit in [Russian] President Vladimir 
Putin’s choice to invade a peaceful and sov-
ereign country,” according to a news 
release from Mr. Trudeau’s office.

Mr. Abramovich, a confidante of Putin’s, 
is among the individuals sanctioned by 
Canada and, as of March 10, the U.K., where 
the Premier League disqualified him as a 
director of the Chelsea soccer club that he 
owns but which he planned to sell.

“The sanctions on Russian officials and 
oligarchs like [Mr.] Ambramovich are 
directed at them so that they cannot profit 
or benefit from economic activities in 
Canada or the hard work of Canadians 
working with companies that they have 
investments in,” Mr. Trudeau told reporters 
while in Poland.

Mr. Ambramovich holds a 28.6 percent 
stake in London-based Evras plc, which 
operates a steel mill with 1,700 employees 
in Regina, the capital city of the Canadian 
province of Saskatchewan, and which is 
providing more than half of the steel used 
to build a 609-mile expansion of an oil 
pipeline between Alberta and British 
Columbia.

At the time the U.K. added Mr. 

Abramovich to its sanctions list on March 
10, Evras released a statement putting 
some distance between it and Mr. 
Ambramovich, who, the company said, 
“does not hold (directly or indirectly) more 
than 50 percent of the shares or voting 
rights in the company; has no right (direct-
ly or indirectly) to appoint or remove a 
majority of the board of directors of the 
Company; [and] is not able to ensure the 
affairs of the Company are conducted in 
accordance with his wishes.”

While in Poland, Mr. Trudeau also 
announced that his government would add 
nearly $16 million to the almost $8 million 
it committed to match donations to the 
Canadian Red Cross for its relief effort in 
Ukraine.

Canada will also allocate half of its $78 
million contribution for humanitarian aid 
toward several organizations, including the 
World Food Program, the United Nations 
Refugee Agency and the World Health 
Organization.

A further $92 million will be used to 
implement new immigration measures the 
Canadian government unveiled on March 3 
that create two immigration streams for 
Ukrainians who want to find refuge in 
Canada on a temporary or a permanent 
basis.

Mr. Trudeau visited the Atrium Centrum 
temporary refugee shelter in Warsaw and 
met with 15 refugees from five families 
whom he spoke to with translation assis-
tance from Canadian Deputy Prime 
Minister Chrystia Freeland, a Ukrainian 
Canadian, who accompanied the prime 
minister on the Polish leg of his European 
tour.

“We are watching what’s happening in 
Ukraine every single day from around the 
world,” Mr. Trudeau told them.

In the Polish capital, Mr. Trudeau also 
met with President Andrzej Duda, who told 
him that about 100,000 people are pouring 
into his country daily, bringing the 
Ukrainian refugee population in Poland to 
just under two million people, or most of 

the three million Ukrainians who have fled 
their country since Russia’s February 24 
invasion.

Mr. Duda told Canadian reporters that 
he would like Canada to “introduce some 
very, very, very simple procedures” to help 
“move this process” along regarding refu-
gees.

Mr. Trudeau said he was not ruling out a 
Canadian airlift of Ukrainian refugees. 
“We’re looking at all options,” he told 
reporters.

The prime minister also met with U.S. 
Vice-President Kamala Harris in Warsaw, 
where they in part “discussed measures 
taken in both Canada and the United States 
to ban Russian oil, and explored how they 
could further strengthen bilateral coopera-
tion on energy,” according to a readout 
from Mr. Trudeau’s office.

Meanwhile, most Canadians support the 
Trudeau government’s response to 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, according to 
the results of a recent Ipsos poll conducted 

for Canadian broadcaster, Global News.
Eight in 10 (81 percent) of the 1,001 

Canadians who participated in the online 
survey said they would support further 
sanctions against Russia; 59 percent 
believe economic sanctions are the most 
effective way for Canada to punish Russia 
and potentially stop its invasion of Ukraine.

Seventy-two percent said they are in 
favor of providing weapons and ammuni-
tion to the Ukrainian military, while two-
thirds of the respondents said Ukraine 
should also receive Canadian funding.

The Ipsos poll also found that 73 per-
cent of Canadians felt that doing nothing 
would encourage Russia to take further 
military action against Ukraine. Yet only 39 
percent want Canada to become directly 
involved in the military conflict.

Still, 69 percent support sending mem-
bers of the Canadian Armed Forces to 
nearby European countries to deter Russia, 
and 84 percent would like Canada to send 
aid to Ukraine’s border countries that are 
accepting refugees.

Eighty-one percent of the poll’s respon-
dents also want Canada to accept refugees.

The man who has become the global, 
heroic face of his country’s pushback 
against Russia’s intensifying aggression 
also scored high marks in the Ipsos survey.

Eighty-five percent of Canadians said 
they approve of Ukrainian President 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, while 53 percent 
said they strongly approve.

By comparison, Mr. Trudeau received 66 
percent support, one percent higher than 
U.S. President Joe Biden.

On March 15, Canadians got to hear from 
Mr. Zelenskyy directly when he delivered a 
virtual address to Canada’s Parliament, a 
week after he spoke to British lawmakers 
from the House of Commons and House of 
Lords by video link.

Mr. Trudeau introduced Mr. Zelenskyy, 
who spoke before addresses from the 
Speakers of the Canadian Senate and 
House of Commons, as well as the leaders 
of Canada’s main opposition parties.

Roman Abramovich watches his soccer 
team Chelsea play against Leicester City 

in August 2014.

Brian Minkoff via Wikipedia

(Continued on page 11)
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Zelenskyy delivers ‘dear Justin’ plea to Canadian Prime Minister Trudeau in historic virtual address to Canada’s Parliament
by Christopher Guly

OTTAWA – In a deeply personal speech, 
carefully tailored for his Canadian audi-
ence, Volodymyr Zelenskyy called on 
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s 
government to “do more to stop Russia to 
protect Ukraine” and “protect Europe from 
Russian threats” during the Ukrainian pres-
ident’s historic March 15 virtual address to 
Canadian parliamentarians.

“We are asking for more of your leader-
ship, and please take a greater part in these 
efforts, Justin, and all of our friends in 
Ukraine,” said Mr. Zelenskyy in a speech 
from an undisclosed location that was 
delivered in Ukrainian, lasted about 12 
minutes and generated a three-minute 
standing ovation from the members of 
Parliament and senators – many wearing 
the Ukrainian flag’s blue-and-yellow colors 
– who had gathered in the House of 
Commons chamber to witness the first 
video address by a head of state.

The Ukrainian president presented, in a 
Canadian context, the state of Ukraine fol-
lowing 20 days of “the full-scale aggression 
by the Russian Federation [and] after eight 
years of fighting in the Donbas region.”

“Can you imagine that at 4 a.m. each of 
you start hearing bomb explosions?” he 
asked rhetorically. “Justin, can you imagine 
you and your children hearing all these 
severe explosions, the bombing of airports, 
the bombing of the Ottawa airport, in tens 

of other cities in your wonderful country? 
Can you imagine that?”

“Imagine that someone is laying siege to 
Vancouver,” Mr. Zelenskyy said. “This is 
exactly the situation that our city of 
Mariupol is suffering right now. They are 
left without heat or hydro, without a means 
of communicating, almost without food and 
water, and are seeking shelter in bomb 
shelters.”

“Dear Justin and dear guests, can you 
imagine that every day you receive memo-
randums about the number of casualties, 
including women and children? You have 
heard about the bombings. Currently, we 
have 97 children who have died during this 
war. Can you imagine if the famous CN 
Tower in Toronto was hit by Russian 
bombs?”

“Can you imagine,” the Ukrainian presi-
dent continued, “when you call your friends 
and nations and you ask to please close the 
sky, close the air space, please stop the 
bombing? How many more cruise missiles 
have to fall on our cities until you make this 
happen? And, in return, they express their 
deep concerns about the situation when we 
talk to our partners and they say please 
hold on, hold on a little longer.”

Mr. Zelenskyy said that Canada – which 
is home to the largest Ukrainian diaspora 
after Russia with some 1.4 million 
Canadians of Ukrainian descent – “know[s] 
better than many other countries that this 
attack on Ukraine is their attempt to anni-

hilate the Ukrainian people, and there is 
nothing else to it. This is [Russia’s] main 
objective.”

“It is actually a war against [the] 
Ukrainian people, and it is an attempt to 
destroy everything that we, as Ukrainians, 
do,” the Ukrainian president said. “It is an 
attempt to destroy our future, to destroy 
our nation, our character.”

“You Canadians know all this very well, 
and that is why I am asking you to, please, 
do not stop your efforts. Please expand 
your efforts to bring back peace to our 
peaceful country. I believe and know that 
you can do it. We are part of the anti-war 
coalition and, jointly, I am sure that it will 
issue results.”

Mr. Trudeau, who introduced Mr. 
Zelenskyy before his historic address, 
praised the president for “defending the 
right of Ukrainians to choose their own 
future and, in doing so, you are defending 
the values that form the pillars of all free 
democratic countries.”

“Volodymyr, in the years I have known 
you, I have always thought of you as a 
champion for democracy and now democ-
racies around the world are lucky to have 
you as our champion,” said Mr. Trudeau, 
who first met Mr. Zelenskyy in Toronto in 
early July 2019 during the then-newly 
installed Ukrainian head of state’s first 
overseas visit.

Mr. Trudeau – who was among 313 
Canadians the Russian Foreign Affairs 

Ministry announced on March 15 have 
been banned from entering Russia – 
unveiled new sanctions against that coun-
try on the same day, targeting 15 Russian 
officials, “including government and mili-
tary elites who are complicit in this illegal 
way,” he said in the House in his welcoming 
speech for the Ukrainian president.

Since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on 
February 24, Canada has sanctioned nearly 
500 individuals and entities from Russia, 
Ukraine and Belarus.

But the prime minister was silent on Mr. 
Zelenskyy’s now-regular ask for a no-fly 
zone over Ukraine.

Canadian Foreign Affairs Minister 
Mélanie Joly, who is also among the 313 
mainly MPs on the Russian sanctions list, 
said after the president’s speech that a 
NATO-enforced no-fly zone would cross “a 
red line” and trigger “an international con-
flict.”

But, as she told Canadian broadcaster 
CBC News, Canada would be open to sup-
porting NATO allies equipping Ukraine 
with fighter jets to counter Russia’s Air 
Force.

Canada’s Official Opposition Conserva-
tives, however, believe that Canada “must 
do more together with our allies to secure 
Ukraine’s air space,” their interim leader, 
Candice Bergen, said in remarks that pro-
ceeded Mr. Zelenskyy’s.

Russian in front of and behind the building.
Ukrainian Foreign Affairs Minister 

Dmytro Kuleba said the building was now 
“fully ruined” and said Russian forces 
“could not have not known this was a civil-
ian shelter.”

Russia’s Defense Ministry said its forces 
had not struck the building, or anywhere 
else in Mariupol, according to the RIA 
Novosti news agency. Moscow denies tar-
geting civilians despite ample evidence to 
the contrary documented by the media and 
residents and officials on the ground across 
the country.

Donetsk lawmaker Serhiy Taruta said 
the theater bomb shelter had survived the 
strike and survivors were evacuating.

In the northern city of Chernihiv, 
Ukraine’s prosecutor general said Russian 
forces killed 10 people who were waiting in 
line for bread. The U.S. Embassy in Kyiv had 

reported the incident earlier, saying 
Russian forces had shot the 10 victims. 
Russia denied the attack and said the inci-
dent was a hoax.

In Kyiv, at least one person was killed 
and three wounded after remains of a 
downed missile hit a residential building, 
Ukraine’s emergency service said on March 
17.

The 16-story building was struck around 
5 a.m. local time, the emergency service 
said in a statement. A 35-hour curfew that 
Mayor Vitali Klitschko implemented the 
day before has now been lifted.

At the United Nations (U.N.) in New York, 
six countries have called for a Security 
Council meeting on Ukraine on March 17 
ahead of an expected vote on a Russian res-
olution demanding protection for 
Ukrainian civilians “in vulnerable situa-
tions” that makes no mention of Moscow’s 
responsibility for the war.

“Russia is committing war crimes and 
targeting civilians,” Britain’s U.N. mission 
tweeted, announcing the call for the meet-

ing that was joined by the United States, 
France and others.

“We will not vote for a Security Council 
resolution that does not recognize this cri-
sis is Russia’s doing,” the United Kingdom 
Ambassador Barbara Woodward said.

There were signs of progress at ongoing 
talks between Russia and Ukraine.

The Kremlin said negotiators were dis-
cussing a status for Ukraine similar to that 
of Austria or Sweden, both members of the 
European Union but not the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO).

“Neutral status is now being seriously 
discussed along, of course, with security 
guarantees,” Russian Foreign Affairs 
Minister Sergei Lavrov said. “There are 
absolutely specific formulations which in 
my view are close to agreement.”

Vladimir Medinsky, Russia’s chief negoti-
ator, told state television, “Ukraine is offer-
ing an Austrian or Swedish version of a 
neutral demilitarized state, but at the same 
time a state with its own army and navy.”

Mr. Zelenskyy has said Ukraine could 
accept international security guarantees 
that stopped short of its goal to join NATO.

“My priorities during the negotiations 
are absolutely clear: the end of the war, 
guarantees of security, sovereignty, restora-

tion of territorial integrity, real guarantees 
for our country, real protection for our 
country,” Mr. Zelenskyy said in his video 
address.

In Poland, the Border Guard Service said 
the number of refugees entering the coun-
try from Ukraine since Russia launched its 
unprovoked attack had reached 1.95 mil-
lion, more than the population of the capi-
tal, Warsaw.

The Border Guard Service said on 
Twitter on March 17 that the previous day 
had seen an 11 percent drop in the number 
of people crossing into Poland.

It added that another 12,000 had already 
entered the country by 7 a.m. on March 17.

More than 3 million people have so far 
fled the fighting in Ukraine, according to 
the United Nations.

It is not clear how many refugees have 
remained in Poland, as many are thought to 
have traveled onward to third countries.

(With reporting by AP, Reuters and AFP)

Copyright 2022, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted 
with the permission of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW, 
Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see 
https://www.rferl.org/a/mariupol-theater-
strike-casualties/31757379.html).

(Continued from page 1)

Russian strike...

A theater in Mariupol was hit by a Russian air strike on March 16.
RFE/RL

A satellite image shows a theater in Mariupol where hundreds of civilians were shel-
tering in a basement from Russian bombardment. The word “children” was written 
on the pavement in front of two ends of the building before the attack occurred on 

March 16.

Maxar Technologies

(Continued on page 9)
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As we write these words, Russia’s unprovoked, premeditated full scale war 
against Ukraine, which began on February 24, has reached its third full week. 
Russian President Vladimir Putin has greatly, and perhaps gravely (time will tell), 
underestimated the heroism, resolve and fighting spirit of the Ukrainian people. By 
various accounts, he expected the war to be over in a matter of days and the 
Ukrainian people to surrender key cities quickly. This has not happened and, accord-
ing to various reports, the Russian ruler has apparently grown increasingly angry. 
The fear is that, as a result, he will continue to lash out by indiscriminately raining 
bombs and rockets down on Ukraine’s civilian population.

The list of atrocities being committed in Ukraine by Putin’s army is growing by 
the hour. His forces have now bombed a maternity ward killing, in one very specific 
instance, a mother and her unborn child, as well as a bread line, some 1,300 people 
sheltering in a theater with signs clearly visible outside warning that children were 
inside, and countless additional civilian targets throughout Ukraine.

Ukraine’s Foreign Affairs Minister Dmytro Kuleba addressed the attack on the theater.
“Another horrendous war crime in Mariupol,” Mr. Kuleba wrote on Twitter. 

“Massive Russian attack on the Drama Theatre where hundreds of innocent civilians 
were hiding. The building is now fully ruined. Russians could not have not known 
this was a civilian shelter.”

The evidence is growing that what was originally seen to be indiscriminate shell-
ing and widespread bombing of civilians throughout Ukraine, now seems more and 
more to be a purposeful targeting of civilians, including in numerous instances 
women and children.

As if the purposeful shelling by the Russian military had not brought enough suf-
fering and death to the country, Ukrainians in cities being slowly encircled by the 
Russian military also face truly horrific and dire conditions. In the country’s strategic 
port of Mariupol on the Sea of Azov, some 300,000 people have been encircled by 
Russian forces. They are trapped with no running water, electricity or gas. Even 
more appallingly, as efforts have been made on numerous occasions to create 
humanitarian aid corridors to evacuate these individuals, they have been shelled by 
the Russian military.

In his various speeches to British, Canadian, American and German legislators, 
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy has grown increasingly forceful in his 
pleas for help from the West. He has implored officials in those countries for help in 
stopping what is clearly becoming a genocide against the Ukrainian people. On 
March 17, Mr. Zelenskyy delivered a 20-minute speech to the German Bundestag 
that several news outlets, among them The Washington Post and Newsweek, called 
a scathing rebuke of Germany’s leaders.

“Every year, politicians say, ‘never again,’” Mr. Zelenskyy reminded the German 
parliament. “Now, I see that these words are worthless. In Europe, a people is being 
destroyed.” Indeed, the Ukrainian president seems to be doing everything in his 
power to jolt the Western world to action. But what more will it take for those who 
have the power to finally help end the slaughter of thousands of innocent men, 
women and children? We know Ukraine will win this war, but the cost in innocent 
lives is growing by the hour.

The Ukrainian Weekly

Eight years ago, on March 21, 2014, Ukraine’s Prime Minister 
Arseniy Yatsenyuk signed the Ukraine-European Union (EU) 
Association Agreement. There was little celebration in Ukraine, 
though, with the cost of the Revolution of Dignity still fresh in 
people’s minds.

“This deal covers the most existential and most important 
issues, mainly security and defense cooperation,” Mr. Yatsenyuk said. “This deal will estab-
lish a joint decision-making body, which is to facilitate the process of real reforms in my 
country. And this deal meets the aspirations of millions of Ukrainians [who] want to be a 
part of the European Union.”

Russia, on the day of the signing of the Ukraine-European Union Association 
Agreement, incorporated Crimea into the Russian Federation after its invasion and annex-
ation through a sham referendum that month.

“In Ukrainian society, there are more significant events that are troubling, such as the 
Russian invasion, as well as building the new government and how citizens will be 
involved,” said Volodymyr Lanovyi, president of the Center for Market Reforms in Kyiv. 
“The agreement isn’t the end of Ukraine’s integration process into Europe. It’s only the 
beginning, which hasn’t even determined the dynamics of the integration process.”

The agreement was also tied to the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement 
that was negotiated to integrate Ukraine’s legal and civil society sectors with EU norms.

It was President Viktor Yanukovych’s refusal to sign the Ukraine-EU Association 
Agreement that sparked the Euro-Maidan protests.

The agreement was ratified by Ukraine’s Verkhovna Rada and is currently ratified by all 31 
EU member states. The Ukraine-EU agreement became effective on September 1, 2017. The 
EU continues to monitor Ukraine’s harmonization with EU standards. There were concerns 
that the EU would scrap a Free Trade Area with Ukraine to appease the Russian government.

In response, Russia implemented economic boycotts and bans against Ukrainian 
imports, and later extended it to other EU countries who signed the agreement.

 Russia’s latest invasion of Ukraine is a continuation of its attempts to restrain Ukraine 
from achieving economic prosperity without Russia.

Source: “Ukraine-EU Association Agreement is signed,” by Zenon Zawada, The Ukrainian 
Weekly, March 30, 2014.

March
21
2014

Turning the pages back...

by Bohdan Vitvitsky

U.S. President Joe Biden, Secretary of 
State Antony Blinken and North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO) Secretary 
General Jens Stoltenberg have each on 
numerous occasions reiterated the Article 
5 mantra about our unwavering collective 
commitment to defending “every inch of 
NATO territory.” That, of course, is as it 
should be, and the Estonians, Latvians, 
Lithuanians, Poles and other frontline 
states in the current war in Europe are 
lucky that some of them in 1999 and some 
in 2004 had succeeded to squeeze into 
NATO. But a few years earlier in 1994, the 
West, led by the United States, prevailed 
upon Ukraine to give up what was, after the 
U.S. and Russia, the third largest nuclear 
arsenal in the world and to sign the Treaty 
on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons, thereby foreswearing nuclear 
armaments in the future.

What did Ukraine want in return, and 
what did it get in return?  As former ambas-
sador to Ukraine and former State 
Department officer Steven Pifer wrote 
(“Why care about Ukraine and the 
Budapest Memorandum,” Brookings, 
December 5, 2019), Ukraine wanted guar-
antees or assurances that its security and 
territorial integrity would be secured once 
it agreed to get rid of the nuclear arms on 
its territory. So, in the 1994 Budapest 
Memorandum signed by Ukraine, the 
United States, the United Kingdom and 
Russia, Ukraine received “security assur-
ances.” Security assurances are not quite 
the security guarantees provided by Article 
5 in the NATO treaty, but, according to Mr. 
Pifer who certainly was in the know, U.S. 
officials told their Ukrainian counterparts 
that, were Russia to violate the security 
assurances, the U.S. “would take a strong 
interest and respond.”

In anticipation of and after Russia’s lat-
est attack on Ukraine, the U.S. has provided 
Ukraine with much in terms of aid, intelli-
gence and by the mobilization of NATO, the 
European Union and even Asian democra-
cies for the imposition of very significant 
economic sanctions on Russia. But, under 
the current circumstances, is that enough? 
Is that a strong enough interest and is that 
a strong enough response given that Russia 
is now trying to bomb Ukraine back into 
the Stone Age?

As vividly captured and transmitted to 
our television screens and to our mobile 
devices, Ukraine is being pummeled by 
Russian bombs, missiles and rockets. Russia 
is indiscriminately firing on civilian targets, 
including schools, hospitals and apartment 
buildings, the explosions and flames from 
which cause us all to gasp. They have even 
fired upon the largest civilian nuclear facili-
ty in Europe, the complex at Zaporizhia.  
The Ukrainians are putting up stiff resis-
tance, but they are outgunned in the air 
and, therefore, desperately need and have 
urgently and repeatedly asked for a NATO-
imposed no-fly zone. Given that Ukraine is 
under an entirely unprovoked attack and is 
being bombed and targeted from the air, 

that request is entirely justified.
Article 1 of the Convention on Inter-

national Civil Aviation provides that “every 
State has complete and exclusive sover-
eignty over the airspace above its territory.” 
This means that Ukraine, not Russia, has 
complete and exclusive sovereignty over 
Ukrainian airspace. Ukraine has invited, 
nay begged, NATO to enter that airspace.

NATO has thus far declined on the basis 
that it does not want to risk provoking 
direct military conflict between NATO and 
Russia. That obviously is a very reasonable 
and valid concern, but if we just stop at 
simply this first point in the analysis, then 
we may unintentionally be risking more 
than we are risking by choosing inaction.

It would obviously be foolhardy for 
NATO jets to suddenly start flying over 
Ukrainian airspace and confronting 
Russian jets and Russian anti-aircraft bat-
teries. But that is not the only way to imple-
ment a no-fly zone. NATO could and should 
provide Russia with 24- or 48-hour 
advance notice that NATO will, as of a given 
day and hour, impose a no-fly zone as it has 
been asked to do by the lawful owners of 
Ukraine’s airspace. NATO should also 
inform the Russians that NATO jets or 
drones would not come any closer than, 
say, 10 or 20 miles of Russia’s borders and 
that NATO jets would not attack any 
Russian ground forces or anti-aircraft bat-
teries unless they themselves were threat-
ened or fired upon. As such, this mission 
would mainly be humanitarian.

Would any such arrangement create 
risk? Yes, of course. There is always risk 
involved in any military action, and obvi-
ously the risk is increased in any war zone.  
But the risk of allowing an international 
terrorist to set the rules of the game as he 
wishes and to allow him to continue to 
engage in mass murder also poses risks, 
and these risks outweigh the risks involved 
in doing something that can directly miti-
gate Russia’s ability to continue to conduct 
mass murder. Either that or everything 
we’ve ever repeated about “Never Again” 
with respect to the mass murder of civil-
ians in Europe has been completely mean-
ingless.

Second, when we prompted the 
Ukrainians to sign on to the Budapest 
Memorandum and the Non-Proliferation 
Treaty in exchange for our security assur-
ances, it can’t be that – even though we 
have imposed significant sanctions and are 
now providing large shipments of arms – 
we can now even with the best of inten-
tions stand on the sidelines and watch the 
Ukrainians get slaughtered.

And third, every day that Russian 
aggression continues and Ukraine and 
Ukrainians are destroyed is yet another nail 
in the coffin of non-proliferation. For, after 
this debacle, how could anyone seriously 
expect any country’s leaders to surrender 
their nuclear arsenals to anyone?

A no-fly zone and the Budapest 
Memorandum, again

A growing list of atrocities

 COMMENTARY
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al of Ukraine.
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February 24 will go down in history as 
the day the world changed. With Russia’s 
massive invasion, any lingering doubt 
about Russian President Vladimir Putin’s 
utter contempt for humanity, including his 
pathological obsession with Ukraine, has 
been completely erased. What we have 
seen take place since in Ukraine has almost 
a surreal quality, but the horror of this war 
is all too real – nothing could be more real. 
We are in a game-changing moment. Days 
seem like weeks and weeks seem like years.

The war criminal Putin’s military forces 
have already inflicted tremendous human 
suffering in this totally unprovoked war of 
choice. The deaths of innocent civilians, 
including children, mean nothing to Putin 
and his war machine. This pariah has 
declared war not only on Ukraine, but on the 
values and principles that govern the rules-
based international order.  He has declared 
war on the entire free, civilized world.

What we also are witnessing, on all 
media and information platforms, are 
countless examples of the fierce courage, 
determination, will, resilience and creativi-
ty of the Ukrainian military and – of utmost 
importance – the ordinary people who 
resist the invader and defend their land.  
They have rightly earned the respect and 
admiration of the entire world. Their 
actions are deeply humbling.

Today, as never before in history, the 
world understands Ukraine, but, much 
more importantly, the world stands in soli-
darity with Ukraine. The countless exam-
ples and expressions of support – rallies, 
prayer services, contributions of money 
and time, even symbolic gestures such as 
the displays of the blue and yellow colors of 
the Ukrainian flag that have been seen all 
around the United States and the world – 
could already fill many volumes. “We are all 
Ukrainian” is a refrain that echoes seeming-
ly everywhere.

We have seen unprecedented and swift 
action from the Biden administration 
across all fronts. Congress’ traditional 
strong bipartisan support of Ukraine has 
only grown in recent weeks.  The speedy 
adoption of the massive $13.6 billion 
Ukraine-related military, humanitarian and 
economic aid package is but the latest 
example of that.

We have seen remarkable unity of pur-
pose from our allies and partners – includ-
ing key allies such as Germany, where there 
has been a rapid turnaround from its previ-
ously somewhat accommodationist stance 

toward Russia. We are witnessing sanctions 
on Russia of the kind never seen before, the 
provision of weapons now flowing into 
Ukraine and other essential security, 
humanitarian and economic assistance.  
Putin failed miserably in his plan to divide 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) and the European Union (EU).  And 
Ukraine’s neighbors, especially Poland, are 
welcoming millions of Ukrainians in what 
has become the largest flow of refugees 
since World War II (Indeed, many of you 
reading this have been thinking of your 
own experiences during that time, or that 
of your parents and grandparents who 
were part of this wave).

We also need to salute those brave 
Russians calling upon Putin to end the war, 
thousands of whom have been arrested 
and face severe repercussions for taking to 
the streets or engaging in other forms of 
protest. It’s just too bad that all too many of 
their compatriots remain brainwashed by 
the Kremlin’s propaganda machine.

Sadly, despite the efforts by govern-
ments and peoples around the world, the 
tragedy in Ukraine continues to unfold 
before our eyes.  The cold, hard reality is 
that the worst is probably yet to come.  We 
will witness further human depravity on 
the part of the aggressors, and senseless, 
needless human suffering on the part of the 
innocents.

Although it is normal to feel helpless, we 
must not succumb to despair.  We help 
Ukraine best by keeping our wits about us, 
as difficult as it is for us emotionally.  In the 
weeks and months to come, we must con-
tinue to draw inspiration from the incredi-
ble strength, resilience and valor of the 
Ukrainian people, led by Ukrainian 
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy, who for 
good reason, has become a global hero and 
icon of his country.

We must maintain our efforts to help in 
whatever way we can, even in seemingly 
small ways.  I have long been a big believer 
in the concept that every little bit helps.  
Yes, let us continue to pray for and rally for 
Ukraine.  Let us continue to contribute, 
with money or with time, to the many 
humanitarian organizations – including 
some Ukrainian-American volunteer 
groups that are working tirelessly to help 
alleviate human suffering.  Let us ourselves 
stay as informed as possible, not only about 
developments on the ground, but also 
about how our own government is 
responding – this may seem trite, but it 
matters.  Let us keep pushing those compa-
nies still doing business in Russia to stop.  

The world will never be the same

Dear Editor:

I am 82 years old. I belong to the catego-
ry of “children of war.” I did not expect that 
fate would make me a “grandfather of war.” 
Thank goodness for that. I am happy to 
have survived so long that I have seen the 

start of this war, because it is a holy war. 
God has given us one last chance to defeat 
our mortal historical enemy and gain free-
dom for our nation. That is why all men, 
from young men to grandfathers, must fight 
for the healing and freedom of Ukraine. I 
call on all Ukrainian American grandfathers 
to form a battalion as part of a foreign 
legion that is already fighting for Ukraine.

Peter Chasto
North Port, Fla.

A fight for the healing  
and freedom of Ukraine

 LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Orest Deychakiwsky may be reached at 
orestdeychak@gmail.com. (Continued on page 19)

Ukrainian President Volodomyr Zelens-
kyy and former U.S. President Ronald 
Reagan have much in common. Both came 
from humble beginnings. Both were enter-
tainers. Both became presidents of their 
countries. Both suffered initially from low 
expectations. And both surprised their 
nation and the world.

I was among those who believed the 
election of Mr. Zelenskyy was a mistake. I 
wondered: How can a standup comedian 
possibly lead a nation of some 44 million 
people at a time of great peril? Petro 
Poroshenko deserved to be reelected.

Volodymyr Oleksandrovych Zelenskyy 
was born on January 25, 1978, in Kryvyi 
Rih, a steel town in central Ukraine. He 
found his calling at age 17 performing com-
edy sketches. He was one of the founders of 
Kvartal 95, a comedy troupe that performed 
for some five years in much of post-Soviet 
eastern Europe, including Russia. By 2003, 
Kvartal 95 was producing shows for 1+1, a 
Ukrainian language television station.

Mr. Zelenskyy’s popularity blossomed in 
both Ukraine and Russia. From 2008 to 
2018 he starred in nine films. He was the 
producer and a board member of Intel, a 
television station in Ukraine between 2010 
and 2012.

The pinnacle of Mr. Zelenskyy’s success 
came in 2015 when he became the star of 
the television show Servant of the People 
in which he played the role of a history 
teacher who became president following a 
video showing him ranting against corrup-
tion in Ukraine. 

A political party, Servant of the People 
was established by Kvartal 95 in 2019 and 
Mr. Zelenskyy became a politician for real. 
He easily defeated Mr. Poroshenko and was 
inaugurated president on May 20, 2019, 
making him the first Jewish president in 
Ukraine’s history. His prime minister was 
Volodymyr Groysman, another Jew, making 
Ukraine the only nation other than Israel to 
have Jews serving in both significant posts. 
On a personal note, I am happy to write 
about this phenomenal development 
because it puts to rest that dastardly fabri-
cation that Ukrainians are born anti-Sem-
ites. It is a claim that has been perpetrated 
by various people for many years.

It has not been easy for Mr. Zelenskyy, 
especially in his dealings with Russian 
President Vladimir Putin, whose determi-
nation to swallow Ukraine whole sim-
mered in the Russian’s brain for decades. 
Ukraine wanted peace. The Kremlin want-
ed more. Meetings with the Russian presi-
dent to discuss the Donbas went nowhere.

Mr. Zelenskyy decided to go after pro-
Russian politicians, including Viktor 
Medvedchuk, a close friend of the Russian 
ruler. Mr. Medvedchuk was put under 
house arrest and was shocked to have his 
family’s assets seized. The Russian presi-
dent was not amused. Thousands of 
Russian troops were soon sitting on 
Ukraine’s doorstep.

Russia launched an unprovoked, pre-
meditated full-scale invasion of Ukraine on 
February 24. What proved to be a surprise 
to many, the Ukrainian resistance was 
fierce. Ukrainians did not fold and run. Nor 
did Mr. Zelenskyy, who, when offered a safe 
exit from Ukraine, said, “I need ammuni-
tion. I do not need a ride.”

“On the sixth day of the invasion,” wrote 
Simon Shuster in Time magazine, Mr. 
Zelenskyy delivered a speech via video link 
to the European Parliament. “‘Do prove 
that you are with us,’ he [Mr. Zelenskyy] 
implored. … Do prove that you indeed are 
Europeans, and then life will win over 
death, and light will win over darkness.’” So 
impressed were the editors of Time with 
the latter phraseology that they ran the 
Ukrainian version on the cover of the 
March 14 issue. A first, I believe.

Prior to the Russian invasion, some 
Ukrainians living there and here, wrote off 
the Ukrainian president as a “clown.” No 
more. He has now become the living symbol 
of Ukraine’s fighting tenacity. His leadership 
and the bravery of the Ukrainian nation 
won support from around the world.

Ronald Reagan is another actor who 
became president. He was born in 
Tampico, Ill., and raised in Dixon, Ill., some 
40 miles from DeKalb, Ill. During the sum-
mers, he worked as a lifeguard at a beach 
along the Rock River in Dixon, rescuing a 
confirmed 77 people.

During the 1930s, Reagan was a sports 
announcer for Cubs baseball games in Des 
Moines, Iowa.  He would call the games, 
but, rather than being at the game, he 
would recreate the action from a slip of 
paper typed by a telegraph operator who 
was transcribing plays sent by Morse code.

He moved to California in 1937 and, fol-
lowing a screen test, he was hired by 
Warner Bros. Spending the first few years 
in the “B” film unit, he joked that the pro-
ducers “didn’t want them [the films to be] 
good, they just wanted them Thursday.” 
Nevertheless, he appeared in 52 films, 
including the memorable Knute Rockne – 
All American in which he played George 
Gipp, a talented football player who 
became terminally ill. On his deathbed, he 
tells Rockne that, when things get rough, 
“you can ask the boys to go in there and 
win just once for the Gipper.” Reagan told 
that story many times, so much so that 
reporters began calling him “The Gipper.”

Reagan’s political odyssey began in the 
Democrat Party. Soon after becoming presi-
dent of the Screen Actors Guild (SAG) his 
political views began to move to the right. 
He became a Republican in 1962.

Campaigning for Barry Goldwater in 
1964, Reagan declared: “You and I have a 
rendezvous with destiny. We can preserve 
for our children this, the last best hope of 
man on earth, or we can take the first step 
into a thousand years of darkness.” We all 
know what came next. The governorship of 
California was followed soon thereafter by 
the presidency of the United States. Some 
Americans still harbored low expectations 
of the actor.

Like Reagan, Mr. Zelenskyy has a way 
with words. “And when you are attacking 
us,” he told the Russians, “you will see our 
faces. Not our backs.”

And because Mr. Zelenskyy is also an 
actor, he knows how to relate to people and 
to tap into their emotions. That’s why Mr. 
Zelenskyy is still in Kyiv rallying the people 
and their troops. Ya gotta love the guy!

Slava Ukraini! Heroim Slava!

Myron Kuropas’s e-mail address is  
kuropas@comcast.net.

Entertainers who became  
presidents: Reagan and Zelenskyy
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Young UNA’ers

Bohdan Virgilio Puzyk, son of Victoria 
and Bohdan Puzyk of Whippany, N.J., is 
a new member of UNA Branch 381.  He 

was enrolled by his parents.

Anastasia Victoria Puzyk, daughter of 
Victoria and Bohdan Puzyk of Whippany, 
N.J., is a new member of UNA Branch 

381.  She was enrolled by her parents.

Do  you  have  a  young  una’er, 
or  potential  young  una’er   in  your  family?
Call the UNA Home Office, 973-292-9800,  to find out how to enroll.

UNA Scholarship Committee

PARSIPPANY, N.J. – Each year, the 
Ukrainian National Association (UNA) 
offers special scholarships and monetary 
awards for its student members who are 
enrolled in colleges and universities. The 
deadline for applications for the 2022-
2023 academic year is June 1, 2022, and 
the UNA encourages its student members 
to take advantage of this very important 
fraternal benefit.

In the more than 128 years of its exis-
tence, the UNA has always supported young 
people in their pursuit of higher education. 
In fact, the first UNA scholarships were 
actually small stipends awarded to promis-
ing students to help them attain a better 
future. A formal scholarship program was 
established in 1964. Since then, the UNA 
has awarded scholarships to several thou-
sand young men and women.

The special scholarships awarded by the 
UNA – but funded by generous and altruis-
tic benefactors – include the following for 
undergraduate students:

• Joseph and Dora Galandiuk 
Scholarship ($2,000) for students in sci-
ences or accounting;

• Drs. Maria, Dmytro and Olha 
Jarosewycz Scholarship ($1,000) for stu-
dents excelling in their studies;

• Stefan Hawrysz Scholarship ($1,000) 
for students from one of the UNA’s 
Philadelphia District branches (created in 
2021 by the Philadelphia District 
Committee with an allocation of $750, but 
the award amount has now been raised to 
$1,000);

• Vera Stangl Scholarship ($750) for 
students studying journalism or nature/
wildlife;

• Joseph Wolk Scholarship ($750) for 
students of Lemko heritage; and

• Ukrainian National Home Corp. of 
Blackstone, Mass., Scholarships ($500 
each) for students from UNA New England 
branches.

In addition, the UNA sponsors five UNA 
Heritage Scholarships of $1,000 each for 
undergraduate or graduate students 
enrolled in either full- or part-time pro-
grams. These scholarships – which recog-
nize academic achievement and communi-
ty involvement – were established in 2019 
to celebrate the UNA’s 125th anniversary.

In November of last year, the Maria and 
Taras Slevinsky Scholarship was estab-
lished in memory of her grandparents by 

Lydia Kowinko. Mr. and Mrs. Slevinsky both 
passed away in 2021. The $1,000 scholar-
ship is to be awarded to undergraduates 
studying nursing.

The newest addition to the UNA scholar-
ship program is the Danylo Andrii 
Demidenko Scholarship established in 
memory of her son by Christine T. Prynada. 
Mr. Demidenko, a veteran of the U.S. Marine 
Corps, passed away in January at the age of 
32. The $500 scholarship is intended for 
undergraduates pursuing studies in the 
medical field.

With these two recent additions, the 
UNA has 13 special scholarships in addition 
to the regular monetary awards based on 
the applicant’s year of study. These are 
granted upon completion of the senior year 
of high school and during the freshman, 
sophomore and junior years of college. 
Incoming freshmen receive the lowest 
award amounts, while seniors receive the 
highest award amounts. Amounts awarded 
by the UNA Scholarship Committee depend 
on the availability of UNA funds in any 
given year.

Last year, the UNA Scholarship 
Committee awarded 10 special scholar-
ships and approved monetary awards to 29 
students from throughout the United States 
and Canada.

In order to apply for a UNA scholarship 
or award, a student must have a current 
UNA insurance policy with a minimum 
amount of $5,000 (term policies excluded). 
The most common policies are Endowment 
at Age 18 and the 20-Year Endowment. 
These policies are usually purchased for 
children by their parents, grandparents or 
aunts and uncles.

To learn more about the UNA’s scholar-
ship program and eligibility requirements, 
and to download an application, readers 
may go to the following link on the UNA 
website: https://unainc.org/una/benefits/
scholarships/.

It is important to note that the UNA also 
offers a Coverdell Education Savings 
Account (ESA), another common vehicle 
for academic funding, whereby up to 
$2,000 per year can be deposited into an 
account with tax-free growth, provided 
the funds are withdrawn and used for 
studies.

For more information about UNA insur-
ance policies, endowments, annuities, IRAs 
and the ESA, readers may contact their 
branch secretary or the UNA directly at 
800-253-0860.

Students encouraged to apply  
for UNA scholarships for 2022-2023

mission  Statement

As a fraternal insurance society, the Ukrainian National Association 
reinvests its earnings for the benefit of its members and the 
Ukrainian community.

The 
Ukrainian 
National 
Association 
exists: 

• to promote the principles of fraternalism;

• to preserve the Ukrainian, Ukrainian American  
 and  Ukrainian Canadian heritage and culture; 

• and to provide quality financial services and  
 products to its members.
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“We need to protect at a minimum the 
air space over the humanitarian corridors 
so that Ukrainians can seek safe passage 
away from the war zones and to allow 
humanitarian relief to reach those areas 
under siege,” she said.

“This is not just a war against Ukraine; it 
is a war against the free democratic world. 
We must stand with Ukraine. It is not a 
choice; it is a moral duty,” Ms. Bergen said.

Ms. Bergen noted that Canada was the 
first Western country to recognize Ukraine’s 
independence in 1991, a move orchestrated 
by then-Prime Minister Brian Mulroney’s 
Progressive Conservative government.

“Now is the time to honor that legacy,” 
she said.

Ms. Bergen, along with Canada’s other 
national opposition party leaders, is also 
among those banned from entering Russia, 
along with Canadian National Defense 
Minister Anita Anand, and Alexandra 
Chyczij, president of the Ukrainian 

Canadian Congress.
Canadian Deputy Prime Minister 

Chrystia Freeland, a Ukrainian Canadian 
and an outspoken critic of the Kremlin, has 
been on that list since Russia’s annexation 
of Crimea in 2014.

Mr. Trudeau and U.S. President Joe Biden 
will be among NATO leaders attending a 
special NATO meeting in Brussels on March 
24 to discuss the Russian invasion of 
Ukraine.

In an interview with CBC News on 
March 15, former Ukrainian president 
Petro Poroshenko invited Mr. Trudeau to 
visit the Ukrainian capital and follow the 
leads of the prime ministers of Poland, 
Slovenia and the Czech Republic who 
boarded a train in Poland that morning 
bound for Kyiv where they met with Mr. 
Zelenskyy and Ukrainian Prime Minister 
Denys Shmyhal.

In 2014, Mr. Poroshenko became the 
second Ukrainian president to address a 
joint session of Canada’s Parliament. Viktor 
Yushchenko was the first in 2008.

On March 16, Mr. Zelenskyy delivered a 
virtual address to the U.S. Congress.

(Continued from page 5)

Zelenskyy delivers...

across the Buh River, which runs through 
the city and is a natural defense for 
Moscow’s attempts to press on to Odesa, 
the biggest prize along the Black Sea coast.

Mykolaiv is an important city in its own 
right, but the Russians wanted to capture it 
and the mile- long Varvarskiya Bridge 
across the Pivdenny Buh River to allow 
their tanks, armored personnel carriers 
and supply vehicles to race 78 miles west-
ward to Odesa, Ukraine’s largest port and 
home to its navy.

Control of Odesa would allow Russia to 
dominate Ukraine’s entire Black Sea coast 
and choke the country’s economy, which 
depends on the port for a huge slice of its 
export revenues.

The Russians know the Varvarskiya 
Bridge has been wired to blow up by the 
Ukrainian military should it be in danger of 
being captured. So, they have been trying to 
capture crossing points across the river 
north of the city at towns like Vozhnesensk 
and Pervomaisk, which have seen fierce 
fighting. The Russians used airplanes, mis-
siles and artillery to attack Pervomaisk on 
March 14, but Ukrainian troops, who have 
already destroyed some of the bridges, 
have held off the Russians.

There have been many civilian and mili-
tary casualties, but Mr. Kim said the hospi-
tals were coping well for the moment. He 
said there were adequate supplies of medi-
cine and no shortages of doctors or other 
medical staff.

The Mykolaiv authorities are not allow-
ing members of the press to visit hospitals 
or morgues. However, one reliable source 
who did visit the morgue on March 14 told 
The Weekly that there were some 40 civil-
ian dead and 100 people in uniforms locat-
ed in the morgue, stretching the facility’s 
capacity.

“It’s quite an awful sight with some of 
the dead stacked upon each other and cov-
ered only in blankets,” Mr. Kim said.

Although the authorities are not giving 
out military casualty figures, people here 
have said their city has paid a high price in 
lives lost since the Russians mounted inten-
sive bombardments from the first day 
Russia launched its full-scale war on 
Ukraine on February 24.

The Russians initially captured 
Mykolaiv’s airport to the northwest, but 
Ukrainian forces wrested it  back after 
heavy fighting. One mother at the morgue 
said it had taken 10 days to retrieve her sol-
dier-son’s body from ground that was being 
constantly shelled. She said she had no 
more energy to cry and had accepted days 
before that her son had been killed and had 
found some relief in knowing she could 
now bury him properly.

The city’s streets are noticeably more 
deserted than they were in the previous 
week, although many small supermarkets, 

grocery stores and pharmacies are still 
operating and nobody is apparently going 
hungry yet. A well-organized network of 
volunteers tries to check on the elderly, 
those living alone and otherwise potential-
ly vulnerable people to ensure they have 
sufficient food or to help them evacuate 
from their homes.

Although alcohol sales have been 
banned throughout Ukraine for more than 
a week, some cafes continue to serve cus-
tomers.

The hipster Avocado Cafe, not far from 
the Mykolaiv region’s administration 
offices that houses the governor’s offices, is 
still attracting stylishly dressed young peo-
ple who share lattes with police from a 
nearby station. The police officers sling 
their Kalashnikov machine guns over their 
shoulders as they get their shots of caffeine.

Mr. Kim is certain that the Russians are 
deliberately targeting civilian areas in 
order to scare people into leaving Mykolaiv, 
because it might make it easier to capture 
the city.

“That is consistent with their goals. They 
are trying to destroy the infrastructure, 
electricity, heat and gas,” Mr. Kim said.

The governor said that hundreds of peo-
ple were indeed leaving and he understood 
the desire of people to get their loved ones, 
especially children and the elderly, to safety. 
However, he said he was proud that “90 
percent of the men are returning to defend 
Mykolaiv” after helping their families out.

Signs of the city inhabitants’ determina-
tion to fight abound. Maksym (The Weekly 
has decided to use only first names in order 
to ensure the safety of residents who spoke 
with the newspaper) wore the uniform of a 
member of the territorial defense forces, 
which are made up of mostly volunteers or 
reservists, was on patrol with his friend, 
Oleg. Both men, who are in their mid-50s, 
and, in normal times, are civil servant 
bureaucrats, were armed with Kalashnikov 
machine guns. They watched the streets 
carefully as dusk approached.

Maksym used a popular expletive when 
speaking of Russian ruler Vladimir Putin.

“That prick doesn’t scare us. We’re not 

running away and the Russians will get a 
hell of a reception if they try to come into 
our city,” Maksym said.

But the two soldiers, like many other 
people who spoke with The Weekly for this 
story, said they cannot understand why 
NATO will not implement a no- fly zone 
over Ukraine.

“If we had that,” he said, “the Russians 
would be out of here very fast.”

At the very least, people want western 
countries to provide airplanes for 
Ukrainian pilots to challenge Russia’s cur-
rent overwhelming air superiority, many 
people here said.

The main roads here are protected with 
checkpoints and traffic obstructions made 
of concrete and steel girders. There are also 
various tanks traps, coils of barbed wire 
and other devices that are meant to shred 
thick military tires.

Piles of old car tires are stacked at many 
street corners. They are meant to serve dif-
ferent functions. Some provide cover for 
defenders if Russian forces break into the 
city. Others stand ready to be lit and 
burned, as their smoke would obscure the 
field of battle, giving Ukrainian soldiers 
some degree of cover. Pre-prepared 
Molotov Cocktails have been placed near 
some tires.

On March 14, Mr. Kim said he believes 
his city will get some respite as Ukrainian 
forces counterattack eastward to try to lib-
erate parts of the neighboring Kherson 
region, which has been occupied by the 
invaders. He added that he believes the 
Russians are increasingly focusing on 
objectives in the west of Ukraine.

On March 13, missiles were launched at 
a number of cities in the country’s west, 

where  35 people died and more than 100 
were injured when multiple missiles struck 
a military base at Yavoriv near the Polish 
border.

Ukrainian forces are preparing for 
Russian incursions along the Belarus bor-
der, which is 70 miles from western 
Ukraine’s largest city of Lviv.

Respite, however, is relative. Shelling had 
erupted at different times all day in 
Mykolaiv.

The Weekly’s correspondent was jostled 
awake by shelling around 7 a.m. local time. 
The blasts cut off electricity to his hotel for 
some 40 minutes. About 12 hours later, a 
series of explosions, likely caused by large-
caliber mortars or missiles, could be heard 
nearby. Around midnight, this correspon-
dent was again jostled awake by artillery 
volleys that seemed quite close and shook 
the building.

At 9 a.m. local time on March 15, this 
correspondent prepared to leave Mykolaiv 
in order to move further west in Ukraine. 
He had been staying in a hotel owned by a 
man who opened the facility up to some 35 
refugees, among them men, women and 
children, who fled Kherson. The hotel 
owner provided accommodation for free 
and was using his own money to feed his 
guests.

All of the men who stay in the hotel, 
including its owner, Viktor, volunteered to 
serve in the country’s territorial defense 
forces and all had been issued Kalashnikov 
rifles. They draw up daily schedules for 
guard duty to protect the hotel throughout 
the night. They eat supper communally in 
the hotel’s dining room just after curfew 
begins at 6 p.m. Viktor gives a report of 
what’s been happening around Ukraine 
that day, including a description of a suc-
cessful operation by Ukrainian forces in 
another part of the country.

“Slava Ukraini!” Viktor says. “Heroim 
Slava!” the group here responds.

The atmosphere is charged with emo-
tion. But tender, quiet threads of courage, 
determination to defend their country and 
shared ideals bind these extraordinary peo-
ple together.

Now, at 9 a.m. local time on March 15, 
this correspondent prepares to leave 
Mykolaiv. Viktor and the others staying 
here have been so considerate, generous 
and empathetic that after only two days 
with them it feels like leaving close family. 
There is a sense of feeling privileged to 
have met them and so many like them in 
the more than three weeks of all-out war. 
When I return to a car alone, I know I’ll cry.

(Continued from page 1)

Mykolaiv...

Viktor (left, in uniform) and several of the internally displaced persons who are stay-
ing at a hotel in Mykolaiv.

Askold Krushelnycky

leader of the world. Being the leader of the 
world means to be the leader of peace,” Mr. 
Zelenskyy said.

He added that Ukraine needs help from 
the United States “right now.”

“I call on you to do more,” Mr. Zelenskyy 
said.

In another historical reference, the 
Ukrainian president cited civil rights icon 
Martin Luther King, Jr.’s, 1963 “I Have a 

Dream” speech.
“You all know the phrase ‘I have a 

dream.’ Now I am saying to you ‘I have a 
need,’” Mr. Zelenskyy said.

“I want you to have the same attitude 
and feeling to my ‘I have a need’ challenge 
when you hear the ‘I Have a Dream’ 
speech,” Mr. Zelenskyy said.

Copyright 2022, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted 
with the permission of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW, 
Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see 
https://www.rferl.org/a/zelenskiy-congress-
address-no-fly-zone/31756271.html).

(Continued from page 1)

Zelenskyy addresses...

Visit our archive online: www.ukrweekly.com
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An architectural wonder created by 
Alfred Waterhouse, who designed 
London’s famed Natural History Museum, 
the cathedral attracts on average 2,500 
parishioners to the four Sunday liturgies, 
according to Bishop Kenneth, who previ-
ously headed the Canadian west coast 
eparchy of New Westminster, British 
Columbia, and now ironically resides in the 
London district of Westminster.

But he explained that the purpose of the 
royal visit was to be deeply personal – and 
it was as Charles and Camilla spoke to 
community representatives.

“The prince was visibly moved, and as 
the duchess was talking to people, she 
was often drying tears from her eyes,” 
said Bishop Kenneth, who lived in 
Ukraine from March 1991 to October 
2001, during which time he served as 
chief of staff to the late Cardinal Myroslav 
Lubachivsky, head of the Ukrainian 
Catholic Church.

The bishop said that, “I was very 
touched by their presence at a time of 
great suffering and anguish, not only for 
myself, but for the Ukrainian community 
in the U.K.,” which is estimated to number 
about 70,000 people.

“The way they spoke to each individual 
was very moving, and they didn’t seem to 
be hurried,” the bishop said.

Following the reception, the royal cou-
ple entered the cathedral where they 
received a traditional Ukrainian greeting 
of bread and salt. The prince and duchess 
each said, “May your homes never be 
without bread or salt.” 

Prior to their departure and following 
their meeting with Ukrainian community 
members, Charles and Camilla returned to 
the cathedral where, at the tetrapod, locat-
ed in front of the iconostastis, they each lit 
a candle and laid two sunflowers, the 
national flower of Ukraine.

Meeting a prince and a prime minister, 
who came calling to his cathedral within a 
week to display unity with Ukrainians, 
showed the bishop that Ukraine is not 

alone as it struggles to maintain its sover-
eignty.

“Everybody is not just talking about the 
situation in Ukraine, but are really com-
mitted to show support for the Ukrainian 
community in the United Kingdom and the 
people of Ukraine,” he said.

“I can easily say right now that the 
world has never been more Ukrainian and 
Ukraine has never been more global,” said 
Bishop Kenneth, who noted the strong 
showing of support in London alone, 
where hundreds gathered in Trafalgar 
Square on March 5 to protest the Russian 
invasion of Ukraine.

“The outpouring of solidarity has been 
remarkable,” the bishop said.

(Continued from page 4)

Canadian-born...

Canadian-born Bishop Kenneth Nowakowski of the Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy of 
the Holy Family of London (right) lit a candle with British Prime Minister Boris 

Johnson inside Holy Family Cathedral on February 27.

Courtesy of Bishop Kenneth Nowakowski

Britain’s Prince Charles (foreground, left) and his wife, Camilla (foreground, right), 
the Duchess of Cornwall, leave the Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral in London on 
March 2 with Canadian-born Bishop Kenneth Nowakowski of the Ukrainian Catholic 
Eparchy of the Holy Family of London (center). Prince Charles asked to visit the 
cathedral to show his solidarity with the Ukrainian people at war with Russia and to 

discuss ways in which he could better assist in the emerging humanitarian crisis.

Simon Caldwell, CNS
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Ukrainian refugees in 2014 and 2022: An analysis and proposed solution
by Oleh Wolowyna

The annexation of Crimea and the inva-
sion of eastern Ukraine by Russia in 2014 
produced many consequences. One of them 
was the displacement of a large number of 
persons within the territory of Ukraine. 
This displacement created a severe internal 
refugee problem. The exact number of dis-
placed persons is unknown, but estimates 
are in the range of between 1.5 and 2 mil-
lion people. U.S. immigration statistics 
show that the Russian attack also caused a 
significant increase in the number of refu-
gees and asylum seekers admitted to the 
U.S. The current full-scale, unprovoked and 
premeditated war launched by Russia on 
Ukraine on February 24 may result in a 
much larger number of refugees to the U.S.

Below is a brief description of the role 
that refugees and asylum seekers have 
played in the most recent migration from 
Ukraine to the U.S. It suggests some lessons 
that can be learned from that experience 
which can be applied to the current refugee 
crisis in Ukraine. This is but one example of 
how U.S. statistics can provide helpful 
information about Ukraine and the rela-
tionship of its population with the U.S.

The blue line in the graph shows the year-
ly number of all immigrants from Ukraine 
between 1995-2019, and the red line repre-
sents the number of refugees and asylum 
seekers (this article will use refugees to refer 
to both refugees and asylum seekers) for the 
same period. As this graph shows, the total 
number of immigrants is highly correlated 
with the number of refugees and it shows 
that, in some years, they constitute a high 
proportion of all immigrants.

More than 300,000 persons born in 
Ukraine migrated to the U.S. between 1988-
2019. This immigration wave was made 

possible by a provision enacted by the U.S. 
Congress known as the Jackson-Vanik 
Amendment of the Trade Act of 1974. This 
amendment forced the Soviet Union to 
allow certain religious groups, mostly Jews 
and some Protestants, to emigrate from the 
Soviet Union. Many migrated to the U.S. and 
most were admitted as refugees.

The U. S. immigration service started to 
identify immigrants as specifically coming 
from Ukraine in 1995; up until that point, 
their country of origin was listed as the 
“Soviet Union.” The number of immigrants 
for the 1989-1994 period can be estimated 
from the American Community Survey, 
which shows that they averaged about 
18,500 per year. There were 16,000 and 
15,000 immigrants, respectively, in 1995 
and 1996, with 91 and 81 percent of this 
number being refugees. It is safe to assume 
that similar proportions of refugees were 

present in previous years. A large number 
of these refugees were processed by 1996, 
and then the total number of immigrants 
declined in parallel with the decline in the 
number of refugees.

Emigration to the U.S. and other countries 
became possible for all citizens of Ukraine 
after its independence in 1991. A new type 
of immigration wave replaced the first wave 
in that the new wave was not dominated by 
refugees. The dynamics of this new wave 
had three elements: a diminishing propor-
tion of persons who self-identified as Jews; 
an increasing proportion of persons who 
self-identified as Ukrainians and other 
nationalities; and low proportions of refu-
gees. This wave reached a maximum of 
19,300 in 2001 and hovered around 18,000 
until 2006. Increased emigration opportuni-
ties to Europe reduced immigration to the 
U.S, and the number of Ukrainian immi-

grants to the U.S. declined steadily and 
reached a minimum of 8,000 in 2013, 
among whom only 689 were refugees.

Starting in 2014, there has been a new 
increase in immigrants from Ukraine that 
has been fueled by a rapid growth in the 
number of refugees. The successive num-
ber of yearly refugees between 2014-2019 
were as follows: 1,000, 1,700, 3,000, 3,500, 
4,300 and 4,200. The percent of refugees 
grew from 9 percent in 2012 and 2013 to 
38 percent in 2018.

This increase in refugees is almost cer-
tainly related to the 2014 Russian invasion 
of Ukraine. The invasion of Crimea started 
in February and of Donbas in March 2014, 
that is, in the middle of fiscal year 2014 that 
started on October 1, 2013, and ended on 
September 30, 2014 (immigration data are 
tabulated by fiscal year). The increase in 
the number of refugees began in fiscal year 
2014. Further increases in the registration 
of refugees until 2018 were a function of 
increased applications

A certain number of the now millions of 
refugees displaced by Russia’s full-scale 
war on Ukraine will want to settle in the 
U.S. According to The New York Times 
(March 11), “Ukrainians have been crossing 
the border [of the U.S.] in greater numbers, 
with 1,000 apprehensions in the first four 
months of fiscal 2022 … compared with 
676 in 2021. … Ukrainians in the U.S. have 
been inundating immigration lawyers with 
calls asking how they can sponsor relatives 
stranded in Poland and other countries.”

The normal process of admission to the 
U.S. as a refugee is lengthy and complicated.  
To apply for asylee status, one already has 
to be in the U.S. or to seek admission at a 
port of entry.  Few among the millions of 

More than 70 chefs fed 1,700 tickethold-
ers with exquisite sample-size portions at 
Chicago’s Navy Pier on the shore of Lake 
Michigan in what was the city’s biggest fun-
draiser to date to help the Chicago’s sister-
city country as it staunchly withstands an 
ongoing Russian invasion that has entered 
its fourth week.

Lifeway Foods, a nationwide producer of 
kefir – a dairy drink made from fermented 
milk – organized the event in an astonish-
ing 10 days. Such an event “usually takes 
months to plan with committees,” said the 
company’s president and CEO Julie 
Smolyansky, a native of Kyiv who emigrated 
in the 1970s.

Donors, who bought tickets ranging 
from $150 to more than $75,000, were 
treated to a wide array of dishes from the 
city’s prolific chefs.

Chicago’s classical fares of stuffed pizza 
and Eli’s Cheesecake were on offer, as were 
Mexican bites from geographic-specific 
regions, Cajun food from New Orleans and 
homemade ice cream and chocolate 
delights from Microbatch Confections, a 
popular destination just north of the city’s 
Ukrainian community.

Myron Lewyckyj, owner of the Tryzub 
(trident) restaurant in the city’s Ukrainian 
Village neighborhood, was seen perspired 
after being one of the first to run out of his 
Ukrainian-inspired dishes near the 
entrance to the main ballroom.

“This is the tinniest thing we [chefs] 
could do, is to donate our food for one 
night,” said Jonathan Sawyer, a Hungarian 
American who is the chef-owner of Adorn 

Restaurant at Chicago’s Four Seasons Hotel.
“I’m here to raise awareness about this 

tragedy [Russia’s unprovoked war against 
Ukraine], to help raise money … and [offer 
an] F--- you [to Russian President Vladimir] 
Putin,” Mr. Sawyer said.

The money raised will further be trans-
ferred to the Washington-based World 
Central Kitchen (WCK), a non-profit group 
run by award-winning chef Jose Andres.

When Russia again invaded Ukraine on 
February 24, the food provision group in 
disaster areas started feeding people flee-
ing the war at all seven border crossings in 
Poland and in neighboring Moldova, 
Slovakia and Hungary.

WCK is also feeding internally-displaced 
people in western Ukraine.

The United Nations says that more than 
3 million Ukrainians have been uprooted 
from their homes, mostly from indiscrimi-
nate Russian bombardment that has target-
ed civilian areas and infrastructure.

More than 100 children have died from 
Russian shelling, Kyiv authorities say.

“The war in Ukraine is causing unimagi-
nable human suffering with a tragic loss of 
life and the displacement of millions of peo-
ple. While the need for immediate humani-
tarian assistance to Ukrainians is of the 
utmost importance, the acute development 
impacts of a protracted war are now 
becoming more apparent,” said United 
N a t i o n s  D e v e l o p m e n t  P r o g r a m 
Administrator Achim Steiner in a news 
release on March 16.

More than 3,500 infrastructure units, 
including schools, kindergartens and hospi-
tals have been destroyed or damaged, 
Ukraine’s Interior Ministry says.

Kristi Katz, head of CFK, said at the event 
that so far 1 million meals have been served 
at border crossings in countries that share 
a border with Ukraine.

In the VIP area of the fundraiser, Brian 
Jupiter, chef and owner of the Frontier and 
Ina Mae Tavern and Frontier venues, was 
serving seafood gumbo, a Cajun dish from 
his native city of New Orleans.

Married to a Lithuanian, he said a “day 
off was taken” to work at the event 
“because we need to talk more about 
what’s happening in Ukraine. … When 
things get tough, we [Chicago chefs] bind 
together to help out.”

It’s “all about joining forces to keep this 
humanitarian crisis in the news,” added Ms. 
Smolyansky of Lifeway Foods.

“Nobody said ‘no’ to us when organizing 
the event,” she said of planning the fund-
raiser.

Yuriy Figel, co-chair of Chicago’s sister 
cities committee with Kyiv, said he hopes 
“to see more events like this across the U.S. 
beyond Ukrainian communities” to galva-
nize support on a larger scale.

A native of Kyiv, the transplanted 
Chicagoan said “it’s an honor to be here … 
and to show support for the chefs here and 
those on the borders of Ukraine feeding” 
asylum seekers fleeing the war.

Another donor, Gloria Santiago, said she 
came to ensure “Ukrainians’ voices are 
heard. … It’s not about the event financially. 
… It’s unbelievable what is happening [in 
Ukraine]. … This is about the world fighting 
for democracy.”

More Chicago endeavors

The city’s sister committee with Kyiv has 
so far raised more than $20,000 to date, 
“and more is coming in daily,” said the 
group’s co-chair, Vera Eliashevsky, a 
Ukrainian American and Chicagoan.

The group is channeling the money 
through the Support Ukraine Fund and Kyiv 
Alliance, both vetted organizations that 
provide medicines and humanitarian sup-
port to Ukraine.

Riot Fest yearly musical festival organiz-
er Mike Petryshyn has a goal to raise 
$100,000 by March 23 for two Ukraine-
focused groups: Razom (united) For 
Ukraine in New York and the Florida-based 
Revived Soldiers Ukraine.

The Ukrainian American is selling two 
Ukraine-themed t-shirts on the festival’s 
site and has pledged to match all proceeds 
up to $15,000. As of March 17, he has 
raised $65,000.

(Continued from page 1)

Local Chicago...

(Continued on page 16)

Lifeway Foods president and CEO Julie 
Smolyansky, who organized the biggest 
fundraiser in Chicago on behalf of 
Ukraine, speaks at Navy Pier on March 

16.

Mark Raczkiewycz
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dreds of tearful goodbyes, desperate pleas 
to board a train and disappointed refugees 
who could not get on a train to Poland.

The last time the Lviv railway station saw 
this volume of people was during World 
War II, Lviv Mayor Andriy Sadovyi said.

Maksym Dvorovyi, a lawyer who left 
Kyiv on the second day of the full-scale 
Russian invasion, spent almost an hour get-
ting from his train to the station’s exit. 
Usually, it takes roughly three minutes to 
exit a train and leave the station.

“The ride from Kyiv to Lviv took approxi-
mately 12 hours [normally it takes about 
5-10 hours, depending on the train]. Cars 
were filled with people: compartments 
meant for four people had up to nine peo-
ple, while the corridors were also filled 

with people sleeping on the floor,” said Mr. 
Dvorovyi, who spoke exclusively with The 
Weekly’s correspondent in Lviv.

Trains packed with refugees have been 
arriving in Lviv from all over the country. 
Since March 3, all trains headed west have 
been carrying refugees to the west of the 
country.  While the trains are free for indi-
viduals leaving areas attacked by Russian 
forces, train schedules are largely nonexis-
tent.  Because of the danger trains face 
moving through the country, rail staff often 
need to change their usual routes or post-
pone departures and arrivals.

The Weekly’s correspondent spoke with 
individuals who travelled from Kyiv to Lviv 
to flee the violence. Sadly, several noted 
that it was not their first time fleeing their 
homes. Many fled Crimea or the Donbas 
region in 2014, and they are doing so once 
again.

Internally displaced persons who make 
it to Lviv are directed to local governmental 
registration centers, where they are told 
where they can find beds where they can 
sleep, or they are directed to places where 
they can get food and clothing at no cost. 
Local volunteers help them at the train sta-
tion, or when they are on their way to the 
city center or to registration centers. Some 
people stay with their friends and relatives 
in western Ukraine. Some decide to go 
abroad.

From Lviv, refugees can travel to coun-
tries in the European Union (EU). They pri-
marily travel by car or train to a border 
crossing with Poland, or they travel south 
to the Zakarpattia region where they can 
cross into Hungary.

In the first days of the full-scale invasion, 
huge queues of cars could be seen at the 
Polish-Ukrainian border. Local officials said 
the lines for cars stretched almost 20 miles. 
As a result, many people decide to make 
the crossing on foot.

The road out of Ukraine across the west-
ern border is typically fastest by train, but 
Ukrainians face a significant challenge in 
just getting a spot on a train. Huge queues 
at the train station initially made the situa-

tion chaotic. Police and volunteers, howev-
er, have since managed to organize the situ-
ation at the Lviv train station.

Since the beginning of the full-scale inva-
sion and the introduction of martial law in 
Ukraine, all Ukrainian men age 18-60 have 
been forbidden from leaving the country. 
Men in that age range instead come to the 
train station to help their families get on a 
train and say goodbye.

Alex, who gave only his first name, said 
he was from Kyiv, and he came to say good-
bye to his wife and daughter.

“We’ll meet in the European Union. I 
mean here. Ukraine will be a part of the EU 
when you return,” he said to his wife before 
she boarded a train bound for Poland.

Railway officials and volunteers have pri-
oritized putting women and children on 
trains at the Lviv station. Since Ukrainian 
men are not allowed to leave, most people 
at the train station are women and children, 
though some refugees are international 
students who are trying to leave Ukraine.

According to officials at Ukraine’s 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Russia is active-

ly propagating stories abroad about the 
problems of international students leaving 
Ukraine.

“I appeal to all Ukrainian volunteers who 
are currently fighting in the information 
space. If you see somewhere in the com-
ments about the topic of alleged ‘racism’ by 
Ukraine in relation to foreign students, get 
involved and explain that all these prob-
lems are not created by the Ukrainian gov-
ernment, but by Russia’s full-scale inva-
sion,” said Gosha Tykhyi, the communica-
tions advisor to Ukraine’s foreign affairs 
minister.

Mr. Tykhyi said the Ukrainian govern-
ment has made every effort to help interna-
tional students who are looking to leave the 
country.

“While Ukrainian Railways did the best it 
could to provide passengers with safe 
transportation, passengers were not as 
kind at times. Some African and Asian stu-
dents were not listening to the officials’ 
calls to let children and women in first and 
tried to get on the train at all costs,” Mr. 
Dvorovyi said.

(Continued from page 3)

Long a crossroads...

Volunteers in the Ukrainian city of Lviv prepare food for internally displaced 
Ukrainians who have fled their homes in the east of the country.

A woman and her children stand on a 
train platform in Lviv as they wait to 

board a train traveling to Poland.

Kyiv says the figure surpasses the inter-
national organization’s account even at one 
city – in the Azov Sea coastal city of 
Mariupol in the Donetsk region: more than 
1,500 people have been killed by Russian 
bombardment as of March 15, the State 
Emergencies Service says.

“I reiterate that if you do not close our 
sky, it is only a matter of time before 
Russian missiles fall on your territory, on 
NATO territory, on the homes of NATO citi-
zens,” Mr. Zelenskyy said in his daily 
address to the nation on March 14.

Mr. Koledov also said that Ukraine’s mar-
itime shipping remains choked by Russia 
amid the invasion. A clear Russian military 
objective is to land lock the country and 
deprive it of access to sailing through the 
Azov and Black seas.

More than 100 ships are currently 
docked at Ukrainian ports and blocked 
from disembarking, he said during the two-
hour assembly.

To withstand Russia’s massive, multi-
pronged onslaught, “Ukraine needs more 
weapons, fuel, protective gear, equipment 
and ammunition,” Mr. Koledov said.

Taking to the stage afterward was Sen. 
Dick Durbin (D-Ill.) who touted $13.5 bil-
lion in additional U.S. military and humani-
tarian assistance to the war-torn country in 
a bipartisan deal that was reached earlier 
this month.

“There is a special room reserved for 
Putin alongside [Soviet dictator Josef ] 

Stalin and [German dictator Adolf] Hitler 
somewhere,” the lawmaker said.

Speaking of Ukraine’s place in the 
European Union (EU) and defense bloc 
NATO, U.S. Rep. Mike Quigley (D-Ill.) said 
the country “has earned its place” in both 
blocs.

“Ukraine has always stood for freedom, 
self-rule, … and it has earned the support” 
of both entities, he said.

After participating in a video call with 
the Ukrainian president last week, the con-
gressman said that “Ukraine won’t be exter-
minated by this [Putin’s] dictatorship.”

“Putin won’t win this war,” he said.

Holding a Ukrainian flag along Chicago 
Avenue, one of the city’s main thorough-
fares, Demetrei Siryk, 65, said he was 
attending the UCCA-organized rally for the 
second time to protest “genocide in 
Ukraine.”

“I’m doing what I can, donating money, 
going to protests. … I’m carrying on the tra-
dition of my parents even though I was 
born here [in the U.S.],” Mr. Siryk said.

At 3:30 p.m., a contingent of the rally 
went to Chicago’s downtown near Lake 
Michigan to the Chinese consular office to 
urge the world’s second-largest economy to 
stop buying Russian oil and gas.

About 15-20 percent of Russia’s yearly 
economic output is comprised of oil and 
gas revenues, according to Reuter’s news 
agency.

Meanwhile, volunteers from the 
Hromovytsia (thunder) Ukrainian dance 
troupe inside the church’s cultural center 
were packing boxes with humanitarian 
assistance for their homeland where sup-
ply chains for essential goods and medicine 
is severely disrupted.

The shipments go to Poland and then 
usually get transported by ground into 
Ukraine from where they get distributed to 
besieged cities.

(Continued from page 3)

Second UCCA...

Humanitarian assistance for Ukraine is 
being packed inside corrugated boxes at 
the Cultural Center of the Saints Volody-
myr and Olha Ukrainian Catholic Church 
in Chicago as a pro-Ukraine rally is held 

outside on the premises on March 13. 

The Ukrainian Consul General in 
Chicago Serhiy Koledov speaks at a pro-
Ukraine rally at the premises of the 
Saints Volodymyr and Olha Ukrainian 

Catholic Church in Chicago.

U.S. Sen. Dick Durbin (D-Ill.) speaks at a 
pro-Ukraine rally at the premises of the 
Saints Volodymyr and Olha Ukrainian 
Catholic Church in Chicago on March 

13. 

Mark Raczkiewycz

Roman Tymotsko
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when asked directly. White House Press 
Secretary Jen Psaki said Mr. Biden was 
“speaking from his heart” after seeing 
images on television of “barbaric actions 
by a brutal dictator through his invasion of 
a foreign country.” Russia denies targeting 
civilians despite ample evidence to the 
contrary documented by the media. In 
reaction to Mr. Biden’s comment, Kremlin 
spokesman Dmitry Peskov said the state-
ment was “unacceptable and unforgivable 
rhetoric,” the TASS news agency said. Putin 
ordered a large-scale invasion of Ukraine 

three weeks ago, alleging Russia’s actions 
are a “special military operation” to demili-
tarize and “denazify” Ukraine and topple 
its democratically elected government. Mr. 
Biden in March last year said that he 
believed Putin was a “killer,” which 
prompted a diplomatic row that led to 
Moscow recalling its ambassador to 
Washington for consultations. (RFE/RL, 
based on reporting by Reuters, AFP, the 
BBC, and TASS)

U.S. announces ‘unprecedented’ weapons aid

U.S. President Joe Biden has announced 
$1 billion in new security aid and the 
deployment of longer-range weapons and 
drones to Ukraine, while expressing 

“unprecedented” support for Kyiv in its 
war with Russia. But Mr. Biden’s position 
remained unchanged over Kyiv’s repeated 
appeals for a Western-imposed no-fly zone 
over the ex-Soviet state, which NATO has 
consistently rejected for fear of an escala-
tion that could put the alliance on a war-
path with Russia. The amount includes 
$200 million allocated over the weekend 
and $800 million in new funds from an aid 
package approved by Congress last week. 
“These are direct transfers of equipment 
from our Department of Defense to the 
Ukrainian military to help them as they 
fight against this invasion,” said Mr. Biden. 
The U.S. president also announced U.S. help 
for Ukraine to acquire “additional longer-
range anti-aircraft systems.” Mr. Biden said 
Ukraine will receive an additional 800 
Stinger anti-aircraft systems, 9,000 anti-
tank weapons, 7,000 light weapons and 20 
million rounds of ammunition. The United 
States will also be providing Ukraine with 
100 drones – or Tactical Unmanned Aerial 
Systems – which Mr. Biden said “demon-
strates our commitment to sending our 
most cutting-edge systems to Ukraine for 
its defense.” (RFE/RL, based on reporting 
by Reuters and AFP)

U.N.’s top court orders halt of Russia’s war

The U.N.’s highest court has ordered 
Russia to cease its military operations in 
Ukraine, with the justices noting that they 
were “profoundly concerned” by Moscow’s 
unprovoked invasion of its neighbor last 
month. The Hague-based International 
Court of Justice (ICJ) said in a ruling on 
March 16 that justices voted 13-2 in favor 
of the order, which stems from a case filed 
by Kyiv over Russian allegations of geno-
cide by Ukraine, which Moscow used as 
one of the pretenses to launch the invasion 
on February 24. “The court is acutely 
aware of the extent of the human tragedy 
that is taking place in Ukraine. ... The court 
is profoundly concerned about the use of 
force by the Russian Federation in Ukraine 
which raises very serious issues of interna-
tional law,” Judge Joan Donoghue said in 
reading out the ruling at the court. The ICJ 
justices also ruled by a 13-2 vote that 
Moscow must ensure that “any military or 
irregular armed units which may be direct-
ed or supported by it, as well as any orga-
nizations and persons which may be sub-
ject to its control or direction, take no steps 
in furtherance of the military operations 
referred to in point.” Both rulings were 
ordered pending a final decision in the 
case. The court also said both parties must 
“refrain from any action which might 
aggravate or extend the dispute before the 
Court or make it more difficult to resolve.” 
The ICJ resolves legal complaints submit-
ted by states over alleged breaches of inter-
national law. It is the supreme judicial 
institution of the United Nations. While its 
decisions are binding, Moscow is unlikely 
to heed the court’s decision. Russia boycot-
ted the hearing on the case earlier this 
month and argued in a written filing that 
the court doesn’t have jurisdiction. It also 
said it was acting in self-defense with 
regard to the invasion. (RFE/RL)

Central European leaders hail ‘brave fight’

The leaders of three Central European 
countries have praised Ukraine for its 
“brave fight” against invading Russian forc-
es after concluding a trip to Kyiv in a defi-
ant act of solidarity with the besieged city 
and Ukraine’s beleaguered president. The 
prime ministers of Poland, the Czech 
Republic and Slovenia “safely returned 
from Kyiv to Poland,” a Polish government 
spokesperson said on March 16. Vaclav 
Smolka, spokesman for Czech Prime 
Minister Petr Fiala, earlier tweeted a photo 
of Mr. Fiala showing the president in a pro-

tective vest and helmet as he traveled 
inside a train compartment. Mr. Fiala and 
the prime ministers of Poland and Slovenia 
went to Kyiv the day before to witness the 
destruction firsthand and meet with 
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy. It was the 
first visit to the city by foreign leaders 
since Russia’s invasion began on February 
24. “Here, in war-torn Kyiv, history is being 
made,” Polish Prime Minister Mateusz 
Morawiecki wrote on Twitter, posting pic-
tures of himself, Mr. Fiala, and Slovenian 
Prime Minister Janez Jansa at a table with 
Mr. Zelenskyy, other officials and a map of 
Ukraine. “This war is the result of the cruel 
tyrant who attacks vulnerable civilians, 
bombarding cities and hospitals in 
Ukraine!” Mr. Morawiecki said on 
Facebook. “As a result, the world lost its 
sense of security, and innocent people die 
and lose their whole life’s earnings. We 
need to stop the tragedy that is happening 
in the East as soon as possible,” Mr. 
Morawiecki said. Mr. Zelenskyy told the 
three leaders that Russian forces “are shell-
ing everywhere. Not only Kyiv but also the 
western areas.” Mr. Fiala praised Ukraine’s 
“brave fight” to rebuff the invasion. “You 
are fighting for your lives, your country and 
your freedom. We know you are also fight-
ing for our lives. You are not alone,” he said 
on Twitter. Mr. Jansa also posted comments 
on Twitter about the prime ministers’ trip 
and meeting, saying that for the last two 
years discussions of European values have 
been largely theoretical. “Then, suddenly, 
we realized that those fundamental 
European values actually exist. And that 
they are threatened. And that Europeans 
are defending them. With their lives. In 
Ukraine,” he tweeted. Mr. Zelenskyy 
described the visit as a big and brave step, 
Ukrainian media reported. At a time when 
many countries have ordered their embas-
sies closed or greatly reduced their diplo-
matic presence, “these leaders of indepen-
dent European states” show that they had 
no fear, he said. “They are here to support 
us. I am sure that with such friends, with 
such countries, neighbors and partners we 
can really win,” he said. (RFE/RL, with 
reporting by AFP and dpa)

Most Ukrainians could slip into poverty

If Russia’s unprovoked invasion of 
Ukraine turns into a prolonged conflict, 
almost 30 percent of the Eastern European 
country’s population of 44 million could 
slip below the poverty line, while a further 
62 percent would be at risk of also falling 
into poverty within a year, the United 
Nations Development Program (UNDP) 
has said. The UNDP cites the Ukrainian 
government’s estimate that the war has so 
far caused a loss of at least $100 billion 
worth of critical infrastructure such as 
roads, bridges and hospitals, and prompt-
ed the closure of at least half of Ukraine’s 
businesses while the other half operates 
well below capacity. “The war in Ukraine is 
causing unimaginable human suffering 
with a tragic loss of life and the displace-
ment of millions of people. While the need 
for immediate humanitarian assistance to 
Ukrainians is of the utmost importance, 
the acute development impacts of a pro-
tracted war are now becoming more 
apparent,” UNDP administrator Achim 
Steiner said. “An alarming economic 
decline, and the suffering and hardship it 
will bring to an already traumatized popu-
lation must now come into sharper focus. 
There is still time to halt this grim trajecto-
ry.” The UNDP, one of the largest U.N. agen-
cies on the ground in Ukraine whose long-
standing partnership with the government 
has seen its activities extended into all of 
the country’s 24 administrative regions 
and at least 332 municipalities, said that it 

(Continued on page 19)

(Continued from page 2)
NEWSBRIEFS

Run your advertisement here, 
in The Ukrainian Weekly’s CLASSIFIEDS section.

KULINSKI MEMORIALS
809 SOUTH MAIN STREET • MANVILLE, NJ 08835

• Serving Ukrainian families for over 60 years
• Over 40 granite colors to choose from
• Custom etchings
• House appointments available
• Serving the tri-state area
• 5 minutes from St. Andrew Ukrainian Cemetery  
   in South Bound Brook, NJ

Tel. 800-458-5467  •  908-722-3130  •  Fax 908-253-0027
KulinskiMemorials@msn.com  •  KulinskiMemorials.com

PROFESSIONALS

TO PLACE YOUR AD CALL WALTER HONCHARYk (973) 292-9800 x3040
or e-mail  advertising@ukrweekly.com

SERVICES

OPPORTUNITIES

Earn Extra incomE!
The Ukrainian Weekly is looking 

for advertising sales agents.
For additional information contact  

Walter Honcharyk, Advertising Manager,  
The Ukrainian Weekly, 973-292-9800, ext 3040.

МИХАЙЛО КОЗЮПА
Ліцензований Продавець

Страхування Життя
MICHAEL KOZIUPA
Licensed Life Insurance Agent  

Ukrainian National Assn., Inc.

973-723-4387
mkoziupa@outlook.com

МАРІЯ ДРИЧ
Ліцензований Продавець

Страхування Життя
МАRІA DRICH

Licensed Life Insurance Agent 
  Ukrainian National Assn., Inc.

2200 Route 10, Parsippany, NJ 07054
Tel.: 973-292-9800 ext. 3035
e-mail: mdrich@unainc.org

LAW OFFICES OF  
ZENON B. MASNYJ, ESQ.___________________
In the East Village since 1983

Serious personal injury, real estate 
for personal and business use,  

representation of small and mid-
size businesses, divorce, wills and 

probate (New York matters only).

(By Appointment Only)

140 Second Avenue
New York, NY 10003

212-477-3002
zbmasnyj@verizon.net

If 212-477-3002 landline busy, 
please call 201-247-2413
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THE DISTRICT COMMITTEE OF UNA BRANCHES
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA

announces that its

Annual Spring Organizing Meeting
will be held VIRTUALLY on

Wednesday, April 6, 2022, at 6 pm
Obligated to attend the organizing meeting 

are District Committee Offi  cers, Convention Delegates 
and two delegates from the following Branches:

10, 83, 153, 162, 163, 173, 362, 397, 501

All UNA members of these branches are welcome to join the meeting 

All District Members interested in attending, please email 
the District Chair at walchuk@unainc.org to obtain the 
Teleconference Call-in number

DISTRICT COMMITTEE
Maria Luba Walchuk, Chairperson

Eugene Serba -  Vice Chair
Jurij Fedorijczuk - Treasurer

Leo Iwaskiw - Secretary

by Roma Hadzewycz

HUNTER, N.Y. – Thirty-eight hardy skiers 
and a lone snowboarder competed in the 
68th annual races of the Carpathian Ski 
Club, known by its Ukrainian acronym KLK, 
that were held at Hunter Mountain on 
March 12. They did so despite a bomb 
cyclone – a winter storm that challenged 
racers with heavy snow, strong winds and 
poor visibility as they raced down a 
NASTAR course.

Russia’s war on Ukraine was foremost in 
the thoughts of ski race organizers and par-
ticipants. At the registration table, all com-
petitors had blue-and-yellow ribbons 

affixed to the left sleeves of their ski jack-
ets; afterwards, they proudly raced with 
Ukraine’s colors. Also at check-in, partici-
pants were able to make contributions 
toward humanitarian aid for Ukraine.

 Due to the ongoing war, the evening 
awards banquet was cancelled and a lower-
key awards ceremony was held in the after-
noon. Nearly 100 people – race partici-
pants, their families and KLK supporters – 
attended the ceremony and buffet lunch 
held in Colonels Hall at Hunter Mountain.

The program was opened by Andrew 
Hadzewycz, KLK president, who noted that 
the ski club had dedicated its 2022 races to 
a former president, George Popel, who 
passed away in 2021. He also introduced 
past presidents Erko Palydowycz and Vira 
Popel, and later presented the incoming 
KLK president, Peter Livcha. 

Trophies were awarded for first place in 
each age group, while second- and third-
place finishers received medals. The young-
est winner was a 3-year-old, while the old-
est competitor was 79.

Special traveling trophies were awarded 
to the fastest male and female skiers (no 
repeat winners are allowed): Marko 
Skoratko and Luba Ferencevych.

Special thanks were extended to the 
Hunter Mountain staff, led by Gunter 
Spilhaus, who worked with KLK organizers 
to ensure the annual event’s success. In 
addition, Hunter staff accommodated the 
KLK racers by allowing the awards ceremo-
ny, originally slated to be held outdoors, to 
be held inside the lodge due to the inclem-
ent weather.

This year’s ski races were supported 
with donations from Self Reliance New 
York Federal Credit Union, Ukrainian 
Selfreliance Federal Credit Union, which is 
headquartered in Feasterville, Pa., and 
Nova UA Federal Credit Union of Clifton, N.J. 
KLK President Hadzewycz thanked the 
credit unions for their continued support; 
he encouraged KLK members and race par-
ticipants to return that support with their 
membership in Ukrainian credit unions.

The awards ceremony was concluded 
with a spirited rendition by all present of 
Ukraine’s national anthem and cheers of 
“Slava Ukrayini” (Glory to Ukraine).

KLK has been holding this family-friend-
ly event since 1954, when its first races 
took place at Whiteface Mountain near 
Lake Placid, N.Y.

Last year, the Carpathian Ski Club held a 
downsized version of its annual ski and 
snowboard races due to restrictions of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The 2022 races 
marked a return to normalcy.

Girls under age 5
Maya Sikorskyj

Girls under age 8
Ivanka Palydowycz, 

Alexandra Palydo wycz (tie)

Girls under age 10
Alexandra Pawluk
Renata Skoratko
Vera Burachinsky

Girls under age 12
Sophia Temnycky
Kateryna Pawluk
Zoryana Popadynec

Girls under age 14
Luba Ferencevych

Girls age 16-19
Olena Kucher

Women age 25-29
Kaitlana Viglielmo

Women age 40-44
Stephanie Burachinsky
Tiffany Taylor

Women age 50-54
Mariya Vasylkiv

Boys under age 5
Joshua Taylor

Boys under age 6
Keyan Popadynec

Boys under age 8
Julian Burachinsky

Boys under age 10
Zenon Popadynec

Boys under age 12
Lev Ferencevych
Nicholas Temnycky

Boys under age 14
Marko Skoratko
Oleksa Kucher

Boys under age 16
Lukash Nynka

Men age 35-39
Mark Hadzewycz

Gabriel Olguin

Men age 40-44
Dennis Burachinsky 

(snowboard)

Men age 45-49
Damien Vena
Taras Ferencevych
Danylo Popadynec

Men age 50-54
Bohdan Skoratko

Men age 55-59
Walter Temnycky
Jason Taylor

Men age 60-64
Jeffrey Viglielmo
Yuriy Kucher

Men age 65-69
Yuri Kobziar

Men age 75-79
Alexander Berest
Joseph Vena

Carpathian Ski Club holds annual races at Hunter Mountain

2022 racE RESUlTS

Participants pay tribute  
to embattled Ukraine

Carpathian Ski Club race participants, families and friends at the awards luncheon.

Roma Hadzewycz

Fastest skiers Luba Ferencevych and 
Danylo Skoratko are congratulated by 

KLK skiing director Orest Fedash.

Peter Livcha

Winners among girls under age 12 (from 
left): Sophia Temnycky (champion), 
Kateryna Pawluk and Zoryana Popadynec.

Peter Livcha

Winners among men age 45-49 (from 
left): Danylo Popadynec, Damien Vena 

(champion) and Taras Ferencevych.

Peter Livcha
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independent capacity (Lsm.lv, February 
28). The government of Canada declared 
that a decision to travel to and fight for 
Ukraine should be up to Canadians them-
selves, particularly since by that time hun-
dreds of Canadian volunteers had report-
edly already crossed the border with that 
intention (National Post, March 9).

What has been missing in the public 
record are any details offered by the 
authorities of what happens with the 
would-be foreign legionnaires once they 
arrive in Ukraine. This is surely deliberate: 
it is done to protect their identities from 
possible risks of prosecution back home, as 
well as to safeguard Ukrainian military 
operations. Reportedly, however, a group of 
foreigners was training at the western 
Ukrainian base in Yavoriv when it came 
under a deadly Russian missile barrage on 
March 13. Kyiv denies any non-Ukrainians 
died in the strike (UNIAN, March 14).

Yet news of foreign fighters coming to 
Ukraine has not been limited to Kyiv’s 
entreaty for international support. On 
March 11, as the Russian Armed Forces 
continued to suffer fast-mounting casual-
ties, Russian President Vladimir Putin 
asked Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu to 
help facilitate the transit of volunteers from 
the Middle East to fight in Ukraine. 
According to Mr. Shoigu, his ministry 
already received about 16,000 applications 
from individuals willing to aid the Russian 
war effort (Vedomosti, March 11). 
Reportedly, these volunteers are members 
of the paramilitary Syrian National Defense 
Forces and units of the 5th Corps of Syria’s 
regular Armed Forces. Some are also pur-
portedly being recruited in Libya. The aver-
age salary of the combatants is estimated at 
$300-500 per month and will be paid from 
the Russian budget (Censor.net, March 13).

The head of Rosgvardia, Viktor Zolotov, 
has admitted that the military operation in 
Ukraine is not proceeding fast enough 
(Kommersant, March 13). In the past week, 
the Russian army has largely been stuck 
and is not conducting massive land offen-
sives (Euromaidan Press, Twitter.com/
DefenceHQ, March 17). The invading forces 
are attempting to take several key holdout 
cities, including Kyiv and Mariupol, but for 
now the Ukrainian defenders continue to 
hold off the Russians. Putin’s announced 
invitation for foreign fighters is, therefore, 

motivated by the necessity to bring in 
immediate reinforcements to meet 
Moscow’s military objective. Simultaneous-
ly, the presence of such foreign fighters in 
Ukraine may be designed to intimidate 
Ukrainians into capitulating. However, 
drawing on foreign volunteers will not dra-
matically change Russia’s situation on the 
ground for at least two reasons.

First, many fighters from the Middle 
East have never participated in joint mili-
tary drills with the Russian Armed Forces, 
preferring instead to operate in small, 
mobile, intrinsically separate formations. If 
this is how they are employed in Ukraine, 
their units will face serious logistical and 
cultural challenges since Middle Eastern 
fighters do not know the terrain or the local 
languages. Making matters worse in this 
regard, Russian commanders are using out-
dated maps, which leads to further disori-
entation of the attacking military forces 
(Nv.ua, March 3). At the same time, the 
mercenaries’ will to fight for Moscow will 
be undercut by Russia’s own economic 
problems: even regular Russian troops are 
already experiencing payment delays 
(Slovoidilo.ua, March 13).

Second, the challenges of urban warfare 
will likely exceed any benefits Russia might 
obtain from this modest infusion of Middle 
Eastern fighters, or the psychological effect 
on the population their symbolic battlefield 
presence might have. For now, Russian 
troops are not yet engaged in large-scale 
urban warfare; instead, they are concen-
trating on shelling strategic cities such as 
Chernihiv, Sumy, Mykolaiv, Mariupol and 
Kharkiv. This is no doubt to terrorize the 
local population into submission while 
avoiding deadly firefights with Ukrainian 
army units, territorial defense forces and 
even armed local residents with intimate 
knowledge of their own neighborhoods. 
Even if Russian-backed foreign fighters 
manage to approach Ukrainian cities, they 
will face serious resistance, much as 
Russia’s Chechen battalion found in the 
first couple days of the war, when the unit 
was decimated on the outskirts of Kyiv (see 
Eurasia Daily Monitor, March 3). The 
Russian gambit of establishing its own “for-
eign legion” in Ukraine – if it is more than 
just propaganda – is unlikely to bring 
Moscow much closer to victory.

The article above is reprinted from 
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from 
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation, 
www.jamestown.org.

surface-to-air missile (SAM) systems lost to 
the Russian military – while the Ukrainian 
Ministry of Defense offers a more exagger-
ated estimate of 43 pieces. Of the OSINT-
verified 32 Russian SAMs, 15 were 
destroyed or damaged by strikes, while the 
rest were abandoned or captured by the 
Armed Forces of Ukraine. Of the 15 SAMs 
eliminated by kinetic hits, nine platforms 
were targeted by Bayraktar TB-2s. All in all, 
the Turkish drones secured about 30 per-
cent of the total SAM kills, and 60 percent 
of the direct, kinetic salvos (Oryxspioenkop.
com, March 16). This is impressive. More 
importantly, the kill-list includes the TOR-
M2, which, reportedly, was upgraded spe-
cifically for anti-drone missions (TASS, 
October 1, 2020).

Israeli assessments of the Second 
Karabakh War suggest that an aircraft with 
a 12-meter wingspan, various metal parts 
and a rotating propeller cannot be stealthy 
to radars (BESA Center, December 2020). 
In this respect, one explanation for the 
Turkish drones’ success against Russian 
mobile SAMs could be the fact that even 
modern Russian systems’ design philoso-
phies still draw on the late-Soviet period. 
These assets are not built to intercept pis-
ton engine-powered, slow-moving (as slow 
as 70 knot) unmanned aircraft (Baykar, 
March 16). Besides, the signatures of pro-
peller-driven unmanned aerial systems 
(UAS) like the Bayraktar TB-2 will blend 
into a background of clutter, providing 
additional hardship for traditional air-
defense sensors. Especially with respect to 
particularly slow-moving platforms, the 
clutter will hamper an air-defense scan-
ner’s moving target indication (MTI) and 
Doppler-processing features (Systems 
Concepts for Integrated Air Defense of 
Multinational Mobile Crisis Reaction 
Forces, NATO, 2001). Lastly, principal 
Russian EW systems such as the 
Krasukha-4 (designed to target Western 
aircrafts’, especially AWACS’s, on-board sys-
tems and radars, X/Ku-band fire-control 
radars, and low-orbit satellites) and the 
Borisoglebks-2 (designed to jam HF/VHF 
communications), do not seem to particu-
larly target the Turkish drones’ line-of-sight 
(LOS) data-links, especially along the 
C-band (ICDS, September 18, 2017; M5 
Dergi, September 6, 2021; CTech, March 
16).

The Russians are, thus, uneasy about the 
Turkish “dronization” for three reasons. 
First, Turkey has introduced an effective 
concepts of operations (CONOPS) innova-
tion with its combat-tested drones right on 
Russia’s doorstep. Second, Turkey has initi-
ated some lucrative co-production and 

defense technology transactions across the 
post-Soviet space, especially in Azerbaijan 
and Ukraine, both of which had secured co-
production deals for Turkish UAS. And, 
third, the Turkish combat drones’ success-
ful elimination of Soviet/Russian weaponry 
in a broad array of battlegrounds, from 
Syria and Libya all the way to Karabakh and 
now Ukraine, has raised serious questions 
about Russia’s flagship industrial business 
– its Soviet-inherited defense complex. The 
issue has become ammunition in the 
Ukrainian information war. Ukrainians 
have uploaded a satirical music video to 
YouTube praising the Bayraktar TB-2s’ 
record against the Russians; while the CEO 
of the Baykar company (which produces 
the TB-2), Haluk Bayraktar, voiced his sup-
port of Ukrainian President Volodymyr 
Zelenskyy on Twitter in Ukrainian 
(YouTube, March 16; Twitter.com/haluk, 
March 3).

Regarding the Turkish drone CONOPS 
innovation, Russian analysts argue that the 
real threat posed by combat UAS systems 
was manifested during the Second 
Karabakh War by the unbearable battle-
field attrition from which the Armenians 
could not recover. At the outset of the hos-
tilities, the Azerbaijani military inflicted a 
large number of material losses to the 
Armenian formations but without securing 
a meaningful territorial change – those 
advances followed only in the later stages 
of the conflict (Cast.ru, 2021). Azerbaijani 
President Ilham Aliyev explained that the 
UAS manufactured by Turkey and “other 
sources [referring to Israeli loitering muni-
tions]” brought $1 billion worth of damage 
to the Armenian weaponry (Yeni Şafak, 
October 15). Such a combat style, bringing 
a risk of high attrition from robotic plat-
forms, is new and dangerous for the 
Russians. Russian political-military assess-
ments have continued to voice clear con-
cerns regarding the influx of Turkish 
defense technology, especially robotic war-
fare systems, into the post-Soviet space 
(Russiancouncil.ru, February 11). 

All that said, the Bayraktar TB-2 is not 
invincible to Russian counter-measures. 
The Russians can and, in fact, did intercept 
and down Turkish drones in Ukraine. Yet 
the Turkish way of drone warfare has prov-
en to be an offense-dominant regime with a 
clearly advantageous defense economics 
bill, given the TB2’s kills-versus-losses 
ratio. The Bayraktar TB-2 is a dangerous 
system against Russian weaponry, offering 
a real warfighting asset to augment the 
North Atlantic Treaty Alliance’s eastern 
flank.

The article above is reprinted from 
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from 
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation, 
www.jamestown.org.

(Continued from page 2)

Ukraine turns...
(Continued from page 2)

A dangerous...

Also: 2nd edition of Unknown Christ
By Pyramid Publishing, Lviv, 2017,

In Ukrainian, Info: boho774@yahoo.com

Sacrificing
ukraine

part 2: 
What is making ukrainians fight

So heroically?

To access, go to YouTube Search
and type in: Bohdan Hodiak

youtube video, just out:

Ukrainian refugees have the knowledge, 
contacts and financial means to travel to 
Mexico and then to get to the U. S. border.

Thousands of Americans have expressed 
their willingness to welcome refugees into 
their homes and provide assistance. Thus, 
there will be no shortage of volunteers will-
ing to help them once they arrive in the U.S. 
What is urgently needed, however, is a com-
prehensive legal mechanism that will allow 
for a timely and efficient migration process.

One possible mechanism is the 
Lautenberg Amendment, Public Law 101 
167, enacted on November 21, 1989, and 
renewed annually by the U.S. Congress. This 
amendment allowed those groups covered 
by the legislation (nationals from the former 
Soviet Union, Estonia, Latvia or Lithuania 

who are Jews, Evangelical Christians, 
Ukrainian Catholics or Ukrainian Orthodox 
and other religious minorities from some 
Asian countries) to prove that they are eligi-
ble for special refugee status “with a credi-
ble, but not necessarily individual, fear of 
persecution.” By contrast, the Immigration 
and Nationality Act “requires prospective 
refugees to establish a well-founded fear of 
persecution on a case-by-case basis.” 
Besides being a more straightforward 
mechanism for refugee status approval, the 
Lautenberg Amendment provides Social 
Security, Medicaid, Food Stamps and 
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families.

A modified Lautenberg Amendment cov-
ering recent refugees from Ukraine can 
provide a timely and efficient mechanism 
for receiving refugees from Ukraine who 
have fled the invasion by Russia. And this is 
a solution that Congress could enact in the 
very short term.

(Continued from page 12)

Ukrainian refugees...
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According to CBS Sports.com, there are 
seven native Ukrainian college basketball 
players hooping it up in the United States in 
the soon-to-be-concluding 2021-2022 sea-
son:

Nikita Konstantynovskyi (University of 
Tulsa) from Kyiv

Pavlo Dziuba (University of Maryland) 
from Kyiv

Max Shulga (Utah State University) from 
Kyiv

Rostyslav Novitskyi (Fordham Univer-
sity) from Kyiv

George Maslennikov (Canisius College) 
from Odesa, Ukraine

Volodymyr Markovetskyy (San Francisco 
State University) from Ivano-Frankivsk, 
Ukraine

Dima Zdor (Grand Canyon University) 
from Yalta, Ukraine

One cannot imagine the stress and anxi-
ety these young men are suffering since 
Russia invaded their homeland where their 
parents and friends are struggling to stay 
alive. They can only keep tabs from afar, 
hoping family and old teammates stay safe 
as Russian troops roll through Ukraine.

A key for the basketball players was to 
stick to a daily routine filled with school-
work, practice, games and activities. 
Watching news on television, hopping on 
social media for the latest posts or trying to 
communicate with family can be quite 
upsetting. Seeing what’s going on in 
Ukraine from a distance is agonizing, leav-
ing the players feeling largely helpless.

The anxiety comes from trying to under-
stand why Russia invaded their homeland, 
and why Russian President Vladimir Putin 
has attempted to take Europe and perhaps 
the world backward 30 years or more.

In the meantime, the Ukrainian hoop-
sters are doing what they can from afar, 
raising awareness and badly needed funds 
for the military through social media. 
Players have draped themselves in 
Ukrainian flags before and after games, 
teams are wearing the Ukrainian flag on 
their jerseys and iconic phrases are hand-
written on players’ shoes.

All seven are proud of the patriotism 
being shown by their countrymen in their 
fight against Russia. All seven are praying 
for Ukraine, their families and friends. How 
this conflict ends, nobody knows. The 19-, 
20- and 21-year-old men are attempting to 
live out a dream of playing basketball and 
living in the United States. These days, that 
ambition is masked in guilt. Still, they keep 
a positive mindset. It has been said that 
resolutely believing in good things despite 
very real hardships is a trait of all Ukrainian 
people. Ukrainians have also demonstrated 
to the world their dignity and resiliency.

An ocean away on another continent, 
seven young Ukrainians spent their time 
movign between classes, practices and 
games while waiting for the next text, the 
next phone call, a news update, in the hope 
that the situation in Ukraine will improve.

Bengal’s player and wife trying  
to get family out of Ukraine

Cincinnati Bengals tight end Drew 
Sample’s wife, Angelina, was born in 
Ukraine. Most of her family members still 
live in Chernivtsi. The Samples are desper-
ately seeking a way to get at least some of 
Angelina’s family out of Ukraine, preferably 
to the United States.

According to USA Today, Angelina’s 
70-year-old grandparents sit in the dark 

without electricity, lights or power. They 
listen to a battery-operated radio for news 
of when it might be safe to go outside. 
When they hear air raid sirens, the elderly 
couple moves to their basement, where 
they huddle together.

The Samples check in with their family 
in Ukraine on a daily basis. They inquire 
about the family’s aunts, uncles and cous-
ins. One of the cousins just turned 18 and 
has been told he will need to take up arms 
and join in the fight against the Russians. 
An aunt and uncle work as first responders, 
ready to help in their community. The 
younger cousins are a cause for concern 
and the Samples would like to bring them 
to Cincinnati until it is safe for them to 
return to Ukraine.

At the moment, they cannot leave 
Ukraine. They have no family in neighbor-
ing Poland or anywhere in Europe. The 
Samples are in the process of exploring 
every option to get as many Ukrainians as 
possible to safety. They have spoken with 
Congressmen and Senators for assistance, 
but have been told the visa application pro-
cess will take months.

Angelina’s family in Ukraine includes her 
maternal grandparents, an aunt and their 
families, her paternal grandmother, uncles 
and their families.

Jagr organizes fundraiser  
for Ukrainian families

Hockey legend Jaromir Jagr organized a 
fundraising hockey game to benefit 
Ukrainian families seeking asylum in the 
Czech Republic following Russia’s invasion 
of Ukraine. Fans at Prague’s O2 Arena 
(there were 14,512, making it a sellout) 
waved Ukrainian flags and chanted in sup-
port of Ukraine.

The regular-season game between 
Sparta HC and Jagr’s Kladno Knights on 
March 8 was originally scheduled to take 
place in Kladno’s home arena, which seats 
5,200 fans. The game was moved to the 
O2 Arena to allow more fans to attend the 
game.

The event brought in over $160,000, 
which was donated to the Food Bank for 
Prague and Central Bohemia. The National 
Hockey League donated $68,000 in honor 
of Jagr’s jersey number 68 to help “improve 
the lives of Ukrainians displaced from their 
homes.”

The game had several stirring visual 
moments. The Ukrainian national anthem 
was played prior to puck drop with players 
from both teams lined up together, rather 
than on opposite blue lines. Fans held 
transparent blue and yellow placards to 
turn the lower bowl of the arena into a 
360-degree Ukrainian flag. During the 
game, messages from Ukrainian refugees 
were played.

Sparta HC defeated Jagr’s Kladno team 
4-1.

Alberta’s NHL teams support Ukraine

The Calgary Flames and Edmonton 
Oilers recently demonstrated support for 
Ukraine’s battle against Russia’s unpro-
voked and premeditated war. According to 
a 2016 Canada census, there are some 
370,000 Canadians of Ukrainian descent 
living in Alberta. The Oilers’ helmets had 
stickers of Ukraine’s flag and a men’s choir 
sang the Ukrainian national anthem before 
a game versus Montreal at Rogers Place. 
The Viter Ukrainian Folk Choir sang 
anthems in English and Ukrainian before a 

game against Alex Ovechkin and the 
Washington Capitals.

There are about 160,000 Ukrainians liv-
ing in Edmonton and some 90,000 living in 
Calgary, according to the 2016 census. 
Ukrainian opera singer Stephania Roma-
niuk sang the Ukrainian anthem before a 
March 7 game between the Oilers and 
Flames. Ukrainian colors were seen all over 
Calgary’s arena for games in March.

Both clubs sponsored 50-50 draws dur-
ing their games with proceeds going to 
Ukrainian humanitarian relief and the 
Canada-Ukraine Foundation.

NASCAR supports Ukraine

Richard Childress Racing and Hendrick 
Motorsports both raised awareness for 
Ukraine’s fight against Russia. Richard 
Childress responded to Ukrainian Presi-
dent Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s statement – “I 
don’t need a ride, I need more ammunition” 
– by donating one million rounds of ammu-
nition to Ukraine.

Childress is on the board of directors of 
AMMO, Inc., and he worked with the com-
pany to secure the donation. He later 
worked to arrange the delivery of the 
ammunition to Ukraine.

Rick Hendrick and sponsor Hendrick 
Automotive Group pledged $200,000 to 
Samaritan’s Purse to support disaster assis-
tance in Ukraine.

Tennis donates $700,000

The WTA, ATP and the International 

Tennis Federation joined organizations that 
run the Australian Open, French Open, 
Wimbledon and the U.S. Open in each 
donating $100,000 to aid humanitarian 
relief efforts via Global Giving’s Ukraine 
Crisis Relief Fund and to support the 
Ukraine Tennis Federation.

The March 8 announcement also men-
tioned the creation of a Tennis Plays for 
Peace campaign, which will include giving 
ribbons to players to wear during the 
Indian Wells tournament in an effort to 
show support for Ukraine.

On March 8, three-time major champion 
Andy Murray said on Twitter that he would 
“be donating my earnings from my prize 
money for the rest of the year” to humani-
tarian aid for children in Ukraine.

Suiarko wins medal day  
after house bombed

Twenty-four hours after his home was 
demolished by Russia’s invading forces, 
Paralympic biathlete Dmytro Suiarko won a 
bronze medal in the middle-distance vision 
impaired event on March 8 in Beijing. He 
shared his emotions of the touching 
moment and relayed how challenging it 
was to remain focused.

“I am happy, but you know the situation 
in Ukraine,” Suiarko said via the Olympic 
Information Service, according to USA 
Today. “Very hard concentration is needed 
in biathlon and I missed twice because yes-
terday my house where I live, it was 
bombed and destroyed.”

Suiarko lives in the city of Chernihiv, 

Ukrainian college basketball players fearful

(Continued on page 19)
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incredible displays of resilience I’ve ever seen in my life, 
in or outside of sport.”

Athletes display peace banner

The Ukrainian delegation at the Beijing Paralympics 
made a serious appeal for peace on March 10, unfurling a 
home-made banner that included the words “Peace for 
All.” There was a moment of silence for the victims of 
Russia’s full-scale war on Ukraine that began on February 
24.

The Ukrainian delegation was led by National 
Paralympic Committee President Valeriy Sushkevych.

“This one minute is about the thousands of people, 
including children and others with disabilities, back in 
Ukraine,” said Sushkevych according to Reuters news ser-
vice. “If mankind is civilized, then this war must be 
stopped. People, women and children deserve to live, not 
die.”

Sushkevych was working on an exit strategy at the con-
clusion of the Games. The tentative plan was to move the 
54-person delegation to an undetermined European 
country as a staging ground, where they may be forced to 
live in hotels for some time with very limited funds.

Masters gives back

Ukraine-born Oksana Masters won Team U.S.A.’s first 
gold medal at the Beijing Paralympics in the women’s 
biathlon sitting sprint event. Born in Ukraine with birth 
defects blamed on the Chornobyl nuclear disaster, the 
adopted Masters lived in Ukrainian orphanages for 
almost 10 years. She posted on social media that she was 
proud to identify as both Ukrainian and American, repre-
senting both countries on the medal podium.

Masters said she is donating portions of her prize 
money to No Child Forgotten, an effort by Global Giving 
and Bright Kids Charity to support Ukrainian children 
with disabilities.

Masters won a total of seven medals at these Beijing 
Games: she won gold medals in biathlon’s 6-kilometer sit-
ting and 12.5-kilometer sitting events, and gold in cross-
country skiing’s 4x2.5-kilometer mixed relay event. She 
won four silver medals: one in biathlon’s 10-kilometer sit-
ting event and three in cross-country skiing (1.5-kilome-
ter sprint, 10-kilometer sitting and 15-kilometer sitting).

Masters ended the 2022 Beijing Games as the most 
decorated U.S. Winter Paralympian of all time. She con-
cluded the Paralympics the same way she started them: 
with a gold medal. She joined three U.S.A. teammates in 
winning gold in cross-country skiing’s mixed 4x2.5-kilo-
meter relay event. This was her seventh medal in seven 
starts in Beijing, becoming the first American to win 
seven medals at a single Winter Paralympics. Masters 
owns three medals from the Summer Paralympics, bring-
ing her Paralympic career total to 17 medals.

Ihor Stelmach may be reached at iman@sfgsports.com.

For 10 days, Ukrainians were battling it out on two 
separate continents – at home against Russian forces and 
in Beijing at the 2022 Winter Paralympic Games. The 
results have been surprisingly successful, on the one 
hand, in the battle against Russia’s unprovoked and pre-
meditated war against Ukraine, and dominant as usual in 
the case of the Paralympics, on the other hand. Ukrainian 
biathletes swept the podium on three occasions, stacking 
up medals for their war-torn nation despite all of the 
uncertainty at home.

Ukraine finished second in the total medal count with 
29, behind only China. This was Ukraine’s best-ever per-
formance at the Winter Paralympics. They ended the 
Games with 11 gold medals, which also ranked second 
overall. There were 17 medal-winning countries at the 
2022 Games.

The highlights no doubt were the men’s and women’s 
biathlon teams sweeping the middle distance visually 
impaired and standing categories, respectively, on top of 
the men’s sweep of the 6-kilometer individual event. 
43-year old Vitaliy Lukianenko became the most success-
ful male Para biathlete ever, winning two more gold med-
als in Beijing, giving him a total of eight gold and a grand 
total of 14 Paralympic medals in his career.

The most outstanding Ukrainian athletes were Oksana 
Shyshkova, who won five total medals (including three 
gold medals), and Grygorii Vovchynskyi, who won five 
total medals (two gold medals).

The Ukrainian Paralympians who won spoke about the 
devastation happening in Ukraine.

“We would like to dedicate our results and medals to 
each and every Ukrainian and all the soldiers in the 
Ukrainian army who protect us,” said biathlete Iryna Bui, 
according to Japan’s Kyodo News. “With our performance, 
we represent the whole country, and this is our battle, 
here.”

Many of Ukraine’s Paralympians spoke with reporters 
about the difficulty of competing in Beijing because they 
were largely focused on their families in Ukraine. Several 
athletes were forced to withdraw from the competition 
because of the Russian invasion’s effects on loved ones. 
Liudmyla Liashenko pulled out of her cross-country race 
after her home in Kharkiv was destroyed, according to 
team spokesperson Nataliia Harach. 19-year-old 
Anastasiia Laletina withdrew from her biathlon race after 
hearing that her father, a soldier in the Ukrainian army, 
was beaten by Russian forces and taken prisoner.

Ukrainian biathletes rule medal podiums

Day seven witnessed six additional medal wins by the 
biathlon team – four by the men and two by the women. 
Taras Rad won silver in the 12.5-kilometer sitting event, 
Vovchynskyi won bronze in the 12.5-kilometer standing 

event, and Ukrainians placed first and second in the 
12.5-kilometer individual-visually impaired event with 
Oleksandr Kazik winning gold and Lukyanenko taking sil-
ver. On the women’s side, Liashenko (12.5-kilometer indi-
vidual-standing) and Shyshkova (12.5-kilometer individ-
ual-visually impaired) each won gold medals.

Day eight featured cross-country skiing competition 
and Ukraine did not disappoint in their second-best sport 
at the Paralympics, capturing another three medals. 
Dmytro Suiarko won a bronze medal in the 12.5-kilome-
ter freestyle-visually impaired event for the men. 
Oleksandra Kononova won gold and teammate Iryna Bui 
took bronze in the 10-kilometer freestyle-standing race. 
The final day of competition had Team Ukraine win one 
final gold medal, a surprise victory in the men’s 4x2.5-
kilometer open cross-country relay event. The foursome 
featured Suiarko, Vovchynskyi, Vasyl Kravchuk and 
Anatolii Kovalevskyi.

At the opening ceremony, China’s State broadcaster 
CCTV censored International Paralympic Committee 
President Andrew Parsons’ forceful anti-war speech 
(referring to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine).

Parsons also spoke about Ukraine’s best-ever perfor-
mance in a Winter Paralympics (28 total medals, 10 gold 
medals).

“To compete here at such a high level knowing their 
family and nation is under attack is just incredible,” 
Parsons told reporters on March 12. “It’s one of the most 

Ukraine’s Paralympic Team at the 2022 Winter Paralympic Games in Beijing.

Bartolomej Zborowski, Polish Paralympic Committee

Team Ukraine prevails  
while facing war at home

Oksana Masters celebrates another gold 
medal in biathlon for Team U.S.A.

Liudmyla Liashenko celebrates her gold medal in the women’s 
12.5-kilometer standing biathlon event.

Facebook.com/OksanaMastersUSA Bartolomej Zborowski, Polish Paralympic Committee
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March 20 Concert for humanitarian aid for Ukraine, Ukrainian National
Online	 Women’s	League	of	America,	https://fb.me/e/2ii2ey25

March	24	 Lecture	by	Alexander	Motyl,	“The	Russia-Ukraine	Conflict:	
South	Orange,	NJ		 Causes,	Consequences,	Solutions,”	Seton	Hall	University,
	 https://www.facebook.com/slavicclub

March	26	 In-person	family	workshop,	“Pysanky:	Ukrainian	Easter	
New	York	 Eggs,”	The	Ukrainian	Museum,	or	212-228-0110

March	24-27	 Art	exhibit	at	international	art	fair,	featuring	works
Palm	Beach,	FL	 by	Ola	Rondiak,	John	William	Gallery,	Art	Miami,
	 www.johnwilliamgallery.com

March	26,		 Pysanka	workshop,	“Reawaken,	Revitalize	and	
April	2,	9	 Create	Pysankas,”	Ukrainian	National	Museum,	
Chicago	 admin@ukrainiannationalmuseum.org	or	312-421-8020

March	26-June	4	 Embroidery	instructional	course,	with	Lubow	Wolynetz,
New	York	 The	Ukrainian	Museum,	www.ukrainianmuseum.org	or
	 212-228-0110

March	27	 Virtual	book	reading,	with	Irene	Zabytko,	Natania
Online	 Rosenfeld,	Archy	Jamjun,	Leslie	Kirk	Campbell	and	Gerald	
	 Brown,	hosted	via	Zoom,	www.sundaysalon-chicago.com

March	27	 Pysanka	workshop,	St.	Michael	Ukrainian	Catholic	Church,	
New	Haven,	CT	 203-269-5909

March	27,		 In-person	Ukrainian	Pysanka	workshop,	with	instruction
April	3,	April	10	 by	Lesia	Lebed	and	Tania	Snihur,	The	Ukrainian	Museum,
New	York	 www.ukrainianmuseum.org	or	212-228-0110

April	2	 Workshop,	Ukrainian	Easter	Traditions	(Baking),	
New	York	 with	instruction	by	Lubow	Wolynetz,	212-228-0110	or
	 www.ukrainianmuseum.org

April	2	 Lenten	retreat,	with	Fr.	Anthony	Perkins,	Ukrainian
Bethlehem,	PA		 Orthodox	Church	of	the	U.S.A.,	St,	Francis	Center	for
	 Renewal,	610-892-7315	or	nsufler@aol.com

April	2,	3,	9,	10	 Pysanka	workshops	(adults	and	families),	Assumption	of
Ottawa		 the	Blessed	Virgin	Ukrainian	Orthodox	Cathedral,
	 pysanka.ottawa@gmail.com

April	9	 Online	pysanka	workshop,	with	instruction	by	Lesia	Lebed
Online	 and	Tania	Snihur,	The	Ukrainian	Museum,
	 www.ukrainianmuseum.org	or	212-228-0110

April	9	 In-person	pysanka	demonstration	by	Anna	Gbur,	with	film
New	York	 screening	of	“Pysanka”	by	Slavko	Nowytski,	The	Ukrainian
	 Museum,	www.ukrainianmuseum.org	or	212-228-0110

April	9	 Easter	Bazaar	and	Food	Fest,	Ukrainian	Educational	and
Jenkintown,	PA	 Cultural	Center,	www.ueccphila.org

April	16	 Virtual	Ukrainian	Easter	Market,	Assumption	of	the
Online	 Blessed	Virgin	Ukrainian	Orthodox	Cathedral,
	 www.ukrainianorthodox.info

Entries	in	“Out	and	About”	are	listed	free	of	charge.	Priority	is	given	to	events	
advertised	in	The	Ukrainian	Weekly.	However,	we	also	welcome	submissions	
from	all	our	readers.	Items	will	be	published	at	the	discretion	of	the	editors	
and	as	space	allows.	Please	send	e-mail	to	mdubas@ukrweekly.com.

And let us continue to urge the administra-
tion, Congress and the private sector to do 
more, recognizing that much has already 
been done.

As we engage in advocacy efforts, it is 
important to acknowledge the remarkable 
steps that the administration and Congress 
have taken in recent weeks and months, 
while advocating for more action. To cite 
just one example, I was one of 27 national 
security and foreign policy former officials 
and other professionals who recently 
signed an open letter that acknowledged 
the wide array of severe sanctions and sub-
stantial increases in lethal military assis-
tance, but urged the imposition of a limited, 
humanitarian no-fly zone. There was push-
back on this idea from the White House, the 
Pentagon and others in the foreign policy 
community. They argue that a no-fly zone – 
even a limited one – could lead to an all-out 
war between NATO and Russia, and, they 
assert, from a military perspective, there is 
high-risk and low-benefit to implementing 
a no-fly zone, especially as most of the 
attacks in Ukraine have been launched 
from the ground.

The letter also called for additional mili-
tary support for Ukrainian self-defense, 
including aircraft. Security aid of all kinds 
will continue to increase and it will include 
more anti-armor and anti-aircraft hard-
ware. In the last two weeks alone, the 

administration has authorized more than 
$1 billion in military security funding.  It’s 
important to note as well that much of 
what is being done is not being shared pub-
licly, for very understandable reasons.

Even among many of the open letter’s 
signatories and many others in the foreign 
policy community who believe we should 
be taking more resolute measures, there is 
still an appreciation that U.S. President Joe 
Biden and other leaders are faced with an 
extremely difficult, fluid and unpredictable 
situation. A great deal of dexterity and wis-
dom is required, as decisions taken will 
have immense implications and far-reach-
ing consequences.

Now is not the time for partisan attacks 
and finger pointing – from either side. As 
we discuss and debate what further actions 
to take to assist Ukraine, let’s keep our eye 
on the ball and focus our efforts on fighting 
the real enemy – Vladimir Putin and those 
Russians infected with the imperial bacil-
lus. We must not become enemies our-
selves.

There will be difficult, challenging, awful 
days ahead, but we must keep doing what-
ever we have in our power to do – doing 
anything constructive beats doing nothing. 
The Ukrainian people, who so courageously 
defend their own land, who stand on the 
front lines defending democracy, freedom 
and the civilized world, deserve no less.  
This is nothing less than a war between 
freedom and tyranny, between truth and 
lies, between good and evil and, in the end, 
good will triumph over evil.

(Continued from page 7)

The world...

had mobilized its extensive network to 
focus on “immediate crisis response and 
maintaining core government functions for 
emergency response management and 
public service delivery.” The UNDP at the 
same time urged an immediate end to the 
conflict. “In order to avoid further suffer-
ing, destruction and impoverishment, we 
need peace now,” Mr. Steiner said. “As part 
of the United Nations’ unwavering commit-
ment to the Ukrainian people, UNDP’s pri-
mary focus is to help preserve hard-won 
development gains. That includes support-
ing the government to sustain critical gov-
ernance structures and services, which 
constitute the bedrock of all societies,” he 
said. The UNDP, which has remained oper-
ational in Ukraine since the start of the 
Russian invasion on February 24, proposed 
several immediate measures to reduce the 

impact of the conflict on the Ukrainians’ 
welfare. “UNDP joins the U.N. crisis coordi-
nator in promoting the use of multipur-
pose cash assistance which could help 
reach the largest number of people in des-
perate need across the country,” the U.N. 
agency said. Based on early projections, the 
UNDP proposed as a first emergency mea-
sure a monthly cash disbursement of some 
$250 million that would act as a safety net 
for some 2.6 million people whose income 
losses would put them at immediate risk of 
falling into poverty. “A more ambitious 
temporary basic income that provides a 
basic income of $5.50 per day per person 
would cost $430 million a month, based on 
initial estimates,” the UNDP said. The 
UNDP also envisages working with the U.N. 
refugee agency, the UNHCR, to come to the 
aid of the millions of Ukrainian refugees. 
“This joint support to refugees and host 
communities,” the UNDP said, “will focus 
on livelihoods through income generation 
and employment.” (RFE/RL)

(Continued from page 14)
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some 90 miles north of Kyiv. He was joined 
on the medal podium by teammates Vitaliy 
Lukianenko and Anatoliy Kovalevskyi, who 
won gold and silver, respectively. Ukraine 
swept the event.

Russian gymnast disciplined 
 for wearing ‘Z’ symbol

Russian gymnast Ivan Kuliak’s conduct 
at the Apparatus World Cup in Doha, Qatar, 
was severely condemned by the Inter-
national Gymnastics Federation (FIG). After 
winning the bronze medal in the parallel 
bars final on March 5, Kuliak taped the let-
ter “Z” to the front of his uniform prior to 
standing on the medal podium next to gold 
medalist Illia Kovtun of Ukraine. The “Z” 
has been seen on Russian tanks and vehi-
cles in Ukraine and has come to symbolize 
support for Russian President Valdimir 
Putin’s invasion of Ukraine.

Kuliak may be facing an extensive ban 
from future competitions and forfeiture of 
his bronze medal. The 20-year-old Russian 
could not display the Russian flag because 
doing so was been banned by the FIG.

Kuliak was not the first Russian gym-
nast to publicly support Putin’s war in 
Ukraine. One week earlier, Svetlana 
Khorkina, a seven-time Olympic medalist 
between 1996-2004, shared the “Z” sym-
bol online with the following caption: “A 
campaign for those who are not ashamed 
to be Russian.”

Former world championship chess play-
er Sergey Karjakin has been banned from 
several chess tournaments, including the 

Grand Chess tour, after outspoken com-
ments in support of the Russian war 
against Ukraine.

World Cup qualifier postponed

On March 8, it was announced that FIFA 
approved Ukraine’s request to postpone 
the national team’s World Cup qualifying 
playoff in Scotland, originally scheduled for 
March 24. FIFA said it will reschedule the 
Scotland-Ukraine match to June during the 
next fixture dates for national teams.

The postponement was caused by the 
Ukraine Premier League shutting down fol-
lowing the Russian full-scale war launched 
on February 24. Ukraine said it was impos-
sible to organize the travel and training of 
their team under the current circumstanc-
es in the country.

Three athletes perish in fighting

According to reports from the Athletes of 
Ukraine and Global Athlete, 19-year-old 
Ukrainian biathlete Yevhen Malyshev was 
killed in combat fighting off invading Russian 
forces. He was a member of the Ukrainian 
national biathlon team and the Kharkiv 
junior team before ending his career in 2020. 
His death was confirmed by the 
International Biathlon Union on March 3.

Ukrainian soccer players Vitali Sapylo, 21, 
and Dmytro Martynenko, 25, were killed 
while defending their country against Russia. 
The International Federation of Professional 
Footballers (FIFPRO) confirmed their 
deaths on March 1. Sapylo played for the 
Football Club Karpaty Lviv youth team, 
while Martynenko played for FC Gostomel.

Ihor Stelmach may be reached at iman@
sfgsports.com.

(Continued from page 17)
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